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Executive summary

Background

Year of the Artist ran from June 2000 to May 2001. Over 1,000 artists were
commissioned to work in residencies in 1,000 places. It was the first such
national project run collaboratively by all 10 Regional Arts Boards (RABs).2

The objectives of Year of the Artist were:

• to deliver a national promotional vehicle demonstrating the contribution of
artists to the creativity and well-being of communities

• to increase public awareness of the positive role played by the artist in
society

• to introduce the arts and artists to new sectors, partners and locations
• to enrol the media as partners as well as commentators
• to deliver lasting opportunities for artists creatively, structurally and

financially
• to extend opportunities for artists to experiment and replenish their creative

energy
• to help expand the arts economy and support attempts to create new

opportunities for employing artists, including campaigns to improve the
economic status of the arts and artists

An important principle agreed for Year of the Artist was a rate of pay for artists
of £150 per day. ‘Artists’ were defined as ‘professional practitioners... involved
in the creation of work in any art form’ and ‘residency’ was defined as ‘an artist
or group of artists… working in or responding to a particular place or context’.

Nationally Year of the Artist was managed by the 10 RABs, who set up a
separate company, Arts2000, to manage the year on their behalf. Arts2000
was responsible for the national promotion of YOTA. An Artists’ Think Tank
put forward artists’ viewpoints to the Board of Arts2000. The Arts Council of
England was represented at meetings of the Board of Arts2000 and at
planning meetings between the national office of Arts2000 and the YOTA
coordinators. At a regional level YOTA was run by coordinators and supported
by Regional Artists’ Advisory Groups (RAAGs).

The Year of the Artist’s management framework was designed by the RABs
as an attempt to work beyond regional boundaries in the interests of the artist.
As such, it was the first time that RABs had tackled the management of a
specific project on a national basis.

Regional variations in the way the RABs ran Year of the Artist were seen as
both a strength of the year and as making effective national coordination more

                                                
2 On 1 April 2002 the Arts Council of England and the 10 Regional Arts Boards joined
together to form a single development organisation for the arts. All the evaluations used in
this report refer to before 1 April 2002, so we have used the term ‘Regional Arts Boards’ when
referring to that period.
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difficult. RABs devoted different levels of funding and staff resources to the
year as well as building in their own regional priorities.
The opportunity for artists at a regional and national level to get involved in
planning Year of the Artist was seen as enormously positive and adding
credibility to the year. The regional coordinators were able to devote a large
amount of time to working directly with, and for, artists. Artists and
administrators were very keen that this level of support and advice be
continued in the future.

Surrounding context

The 12 months from June 2000 to May 2001 saw some of the worst weather
experienced in recent times, with widespread flooding in parts of the country.
A crisis in the train network following the Hatfield crash led to an ‘emergency
timetable’ being imposed across the country and the outbreak of foot-and-
mouth among livestock saw travel to and within rural locations prevented in a
bid to prevent the spread of the disease. These setbacks prevented some
projects from starting on time and in many cases made travelling to meetings
or residencies very difficult.

However, some artists were able to overcome these pitfalls to continue to
produce excellent work. In doing so they demonstrated the value of the arts in
involving communities, engaging a wider audience and playing their part in
processes of regeneration (Review, 2001).

It should also be noted that in 1998 the Arts Council was involved in an
internal restructure. In March 2001 the announcement was made that the arts
funding system as a whole was to be restructured, integrating the Arts Council
and RABs into one organisation. This development may have influenced
opinions expressed during the evaluation process. On 1 April 2002 the Arts
Council of England and the 10 Regional Arts Boards joined together to form a
single development organisation for the arts.

The application process

As much information as possible about Year of the Artist was given to the
artists before applying. Regional seminars and workshops were held by a
number of RABs and a £30,000 advertising campaign was run by Arts2000.

• Overall, 2,587 applications were received, of which 32% were given
funding

• The successful projects were drawn from all art forms
• A third of awards went to visual artists

There were mixed views about the language of the application form among
those involved in coordinating the year. Evaluation of the application process
commissioned by Northern Arts reported that two-thirds of artists found the
form difficult to fill in. Individual artists were less likely than organisations to be
successful and were more likely to suffer problems as a result of delays in the
application process. Findings from this interim evaluation suggest that more
support needs to be given to individuals throughout the application process
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and that application processes need to be up and running as early as
possible. A clear lesson from the evaluation of the year was that the
application form could have been much clearer and easier to fill in.
In terms of overall selection of residencies, the RABs retained flexibility to
allocate funds according to their own priorities. In individual RABs, therefore,
selection was led by priorities such as geographical spread or cultural
diversity. Each RAB also employed different selection processes – some
RABs used a system of lead officers for each project and some allowed
applicants rejected in the first round to reapply following feedback from
assessing officers. A positive aspect of the application process was the active
involvement of the Regional Artists’ Advisory Groups. This allowed artists to
feel they were being judged by their peers.

Funding

Including sponsorship, approximately £4.2 million was spent directly on
individual artists’ projects during Year of the Artist (Press pack, 2001).

• The Arts Council of England committed £3.5 million of lottery funds to
YOTA, which was delegated to the RABs, and funded the national office of
Arts2000 on an annual revenue basis of £75,000 to £100,000 for four
years

• Arts2000 also received £715,000 from the New Millennium Experience
Company

• Nine RABs used grant-in-aid and other funding to provide a budget for
YOTA over and above the lottery money they each received from the Arts
Council. Each of the 10 RABs also provided a one-off payment of £15,000
to support the national office of Arts2000

• The Arts Council was responsible for agreeing mechanisms of funding
including the terms of the distribution of the YOTA funds and the priorities
adopted for each region

Year of the Artist was successful at unlocking additional monies and thereby
expanding the arts economy:

• 50% of funding for projects came from Year of the Artist awards
• 17% was from other sources of public funding
• 34% was from non-public sources

Although a rate for artists of £150 a day was recommended, in some cases it
was found that artists whose projects ran into financial difficulties ‘subsidised’
their residencies by taking a cut in fees.

Summary of outcomes

A key aim of Year of the Artist – achieving 1,000 artists in 1,000 places – was
surpassed. The final report forms, received from 62% of all projects funded,
record 2,397 artists working on Year of the Artist. These artists were working
on 980 projects (Breaking the Barriers, 2001) which took place in 1,500 places
(Press pack, 20016).
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The 608 final report forms completed by artists showed that activities taking
place during the year included:

• over 34,000 artist days
• over 15,500 public presentations or exhibition days
• over 7,500 participatory sessions
• over 1,400 educational activities

Of the experience for the artists themselves:

• 81% of artists had the opportunity to work in a new setting
• 71% entered into a new collaboration with other artists
• 69% had the opportunity to use new or different facilities
• 26,579 pieces of new work were produced

The national audience figure recorded by the final report forms received from
artists was just over 14 million. Some projects which took place in broadcast,
internet or public art contexts did not provide audience figures. It is likely these
projects would have generated additional audiences or viewer figures of
several million.

Residencies were based in a range of locations, from an abandoned hospital
to a Youth Hostel. Over half (52%) of artists specifically stated they would
work in a residency again, as did 41% of the hosts.

Key benefits generated by YOTA for artists were identified as:

Economic:

• significant funding for some artists
• the daily rate highlighted the need for fair pay for artists

Artistic:

• a chance to develop their practice in new ways
• a rare chance for performing artists to apply to work individually

Professional:

• YOTA gave participating artists confidence in their own planning and
management skills

• it enabled artists to gain experience of dealing with host organisations and
to develop marketing skills

There was also a new partnership brokered in the overall management of the
scheme – the first time all 10 RABs had worked together on a national
scheme.
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Future developments

Year of the Artist is being taken forward by the funding system with a range of
initiatives:

For individual artists:

• improved and increased funding
• improved terms and conditions of work and rates of pay
• mentoring schemes and bursaries
• a task group working across the arts funding system has been established

to develop and take forward policies to support individual artists
• an international artists’ fellowship scheme has been established

Building on successful residency models:

• the establishment of standard contracts between artist and host
• training and information sessions are being planned to disseminate good

practice

Building on partnerships:

• several Regional Offices have stated their intention to continue their work
in brokering partnerships

• Arts & Business has awarded funds to allow some residencies to continue
• academic work with universities on evaluation and development will

continue

Involving artists in decision-making processes:

• discussions are taking place in several Regional Offices about how artists’
advisory groups can be taken forward

• the artist-led evaluation of the application process commissioned by
Northern Arts will be used when planning future schemes

Economic status of artists:

• the Arts Council has commissioned research into artists’ labour markets
which will be used to inform the debate about the economic status of
artists

• the guidelines on pay established by YOTA are being used in future
negotiations

• several Regional Offices are negotiating for the minimum wage for artists
to be adopted on their funded projects

Research and development:

• the success of Yorkshire Art’s research and development grants has led to
the funding being adopted into its mainstream development programmes
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Lessons to be learned

Lessons to be learned can be grouped under three main headings:

For individual artists:

• the need for financial training for support from project managers, to
prevent artists subsidising their practice

• including artists in planning initiatives was successful and could be built
upon

• the arts funding system should decrease the demands that the application
processes place on individuals

• the arts funding system should consider enabling administrators to spend
more time working on behalf of individual artists

Residencies:

• training, information and support should be offered to artists and hosts to
improve the outcomes of residencies

• with time-limited projects, expectations of continuity need to be managed
and exit strategies should be planned from the start

The programme:

• terminology and concepts should accurately reflect the aims of a project
• sufficient planning time should be allowed for major projects
• evaluation and legacy should be planned from the start
• when working collaboratively, management structures, roles and

responsibilities and the location of decision-making need to be clarified in
the earliest stages

• raising general public awareness is very difficult. Targeting specific
sections of the audience might be a more effective strategy
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1 The origins

1.1 Context

Arts 2000 was launched by the Arts Council of England in 1990. A series of
year-long festivals was planned, culminating in 2000 with the ‘Year of the
Artist’. The then Chairman of the Arts Council of England, Lord Palumbo,
announced that: ‘the millennium itself will be designated Year of the Artist as a
homage to, and an acknowledgement of, the role that he or she plays in the
civilised life of the country’ (Arts Council of England press pack, 1990).

The Arts 2000 years celebrated a different art form in a city or region each
year. They were:

1992 Birmingham, UK City of Music
1993 East Midlands, UK Region of Dance
1994 Manchester, UK City of Drama
1995 Swansea, UK City of Literature
1996 The North, UK Region of Visual Arts
1997 East of England, UK Region of Opera and Musical Theatre
1998 Yorkshire and Humberside, UK Region of Photography and the

Electronic Image
1999 Glasgow, UK City of Architecture and Design
2000 National, Year of the Artist – all art forms

Evaluation in various forms has been carried out for each year (see Bailey,
2002).

The final year in the series – Year of the Artist (YOTA) – ran from June 2000
to May 2001. It was formally launched on 30 May 2000 at the Lux Centre in
London.

Previous ‘Years of’ had concentrated on profiling the specific region in which
they were based. Year of the Artist was the first to take place nationwide. Its
underlying principle was to celebrate individual artists and to put them at the
centre of arts policy.

Year of the Artist was also unique as it represented a first-time collaboration
by all 10 Regional Arts Boards (RABs).3 Although by this stage the RABs had
agreed a common approach to managing the Regional Arts Lottery
Programme, this was the first time that they had tackled the management of a
specific project on a national basis.

This report focuses on Year of the Artist in England. Year of the Artist also ran
in Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales.
                                                
3 On 1 April 2002 the Arts Council of England and the 10 Regional Arts Boards joined
together to form a single development organisation for the arts. All the evaluations used in
this report refer to before 1 April 2002, so we have used the term ‘Regional Arts Boards’ when
referring to that period.
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In Northern Ireland, 25 out of 26 District Councils participated in the project.
The culmination of the initiative will be a CD-ROM, which will include details of
all projects and an education component targeted at the new school
curriculum in Northern Ireland.4

In Scotland, Scottish Cultural Enterprise delivered the Year on behalf of the
Scottish Arts Council. There is an extensive web archive detailing the work of
the Year in Scotland, at www.scottishculture.co.uk. There is also a CD-ROM
available, which documents the residencies and offers a more in-depth
version of the website (contact info@scottishculture.co.uk).

In Wales, the Arts Council of Wales provided marketing support to existing
projects rather than giving grants to new work. Unlike England, Scotland and
Northern Ireland, Wales did not receive extra funding to support the initiative.
However, the Arts Council of Wales made the decision in late 1999 to proceed
with support to Year of the Artist Wales (YOTAW) by establishing a
Promotional Centre that would offer advice, support and publicity to artists
throughout Wales during the year.

The legacy project for Year of the Artist Wales consists of:

• commissioning a photographer to provide a high quality photographic
representation of the wide and varied contribution made by the arts to
Welsh society

• commissioning a writer to provide a commentary to accompany the
photographs – the writer may also be the photographer

• creating from these photographic and literary reflections, a touring
exhibition across Wales

1.2 Year of the Artist aims and objectives

Year of the Artist in England aimed to celebrate living artists and promote
greater awareness of the role and status of the artist in society. To achieve
this, the project intended to commission 1,000 artists to work in residency in
1,000 places.

The three original guiding principles for YOTA were formulated by the 10
RABs. This work was led by the 10 RAB Chief Executives. The principles
were then circulated in a planning document by Arts2000 in November 1998
(Arts2000, 1998). They were:

• to recognise the diversity which exists in our society and promote equality
of access and opportunity

• to provide significant opportunities for artists to initiate and develop
projects

• to promote good practice in the commissioning and employment of artists

                                                
4 Further details are available from the Arts Council of Northern Ireland.
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The objectives of Year of the Artist (detailed in the same document) were:

• to deliver a national promotional vehicle demonstrating the contribution of
artists to the creativity and well-being of communities

• to increase public awareness of the positive role played by the artist in
society

• to introduce the arts and artists to new sectors, partners and locations
• to enrol the media as partners as well as commentators
• to deliver lasting opportunities for artists creatively, structurally and

financially
• to extend opportunities for artists to experiment and replenish their creative

energy
• to help expand the arts economy and support attempts to create new

opportunities for employing artists, including campaigns to improve the
economic status of the arts and artists

Artists were invited to apply for funds. Applications were assessed on five
criteria. These were:

• the quality of the artistic content planned
• the potential to increase awareness of the positive role of the artist in

society
• the potential for excellence in the planning and organisation of the

residency
• the degree to which the residency extends creative opportunities for artists
• the extent to which the residency takes the work of artists to new people,

new places or new contexts

These criteria were deliberately left open-ended in order to encourage as
many as possible to apply for funding for as wide a set of projects as possible.

Important concepts of Year of the Artist

A daily rate for artists of £150 a day was agreed for the scheme and full
details were given in the Guidance Notes for residency proposals.

Definitions of ‘artist’ and ‘residency’ were agreed and described thus in the
Guidance Notes for residency proposals (Guidance Notes, 1999):

Artist – ‘Year of the Artist defines artists as professional (defined by
training or track-record) practitioners, who are involved in the creation
of work in any art form’

Residency – ‘Year of the Artist defines a residency as an artist or group
of artists in any art form working in, or responding to, a particular place
or context’
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2 The research

2.1 Aims

The aim of this research was to evaluate the national programme of Year of
the Artist in England – focusing on those involved and providing an overview
of the structure and management of YOTA. The report summarises the key
findings from the evaluation sources listed below and offers insights for others
planning similar events. For information about what took place during
individual residencies, see Breaking the Barriers (2001).

2.2 Methodology

This national evaluation report focuses on Year of the Artist in England,
drawing on and integrating several sources of information, to provide an
overview of YOTA from both a regional and national perspective. The sources
of information are:

• Applications for funding. The Regional Arts Lottery Programme (RALP)
database held by the Arts Council contains information from all the
applications to YOTA for funding, whether successful or not

• An evaluation of the application process. Northern Arts commissioned two
artists to evaluate the application process from the applicants’ point of view
(Alexander K, & Alexander D, 2001). Nine hundred and ninety applicants
were sent a self-completion questionnaire and a response rate of 22%
(222 respondents) was achieved

• Final report forms. Report forms were completed by artists at the end of
their projects and gathered by the RABs. They were coded and entered
onto a common database for analysis. Six hundred and eight forms were
received out of a possible total of 980, a response rate of 62%. This report
incorporates both quantitative data from the forms and verbatim quotations
from artists and hosts. Further analysis of those residencies which
received national media coverage was conducted

• In-depth evaluations of 5–10% of projects in each RAB. This report draws
on RAB evaluations. It is difficult to generalise from these evaluations as
the methodologies used varied, from interviews with selected project
leaders by YOYA coordinators to commissioned evaluative research from
professional researchers. The reporting methods also vary from written
presentations to the RAB Board, lists of the outputs of projects and
planning documents for legacy work

• Questions on a MORI Omnibus Survey of public awareness of Year of the
Artist in May 2000, before YOTA began, and a follow-up awareness
question administered by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) in their
July 2001 Omnibus Survey

• In-depth telephone interviews with each of the 10 Year of the Artist
coordinators during December 2000 and January 2001
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• Thirty-two in-depth interviews and 10 focus groups were conducted with
key people from all 10 RABs, the Arts Council of England, Arts2000, the
national office of Arts2000, each of the 10 Regional Artists’ Advisory
Groups (RAAGs), the Artists’ Think Tank and the principal project sponsor,
during August and September 2001. This work was carried out by Daphne
Cotton Qualitative Research. A sample was devised to represent every
major job function involved in Year of the Artist. Interviews were spread
across these key groups and made as representative of the roles involved
as possible. Where appropriate, targets (such as to interview five RAAG
chairs out of the 10) were given to the researcher who then chose
respondents using random sampling methods

• Research on residency commissioned by Northern Arts and conducted by
the Centre for Cultural Policy and Management, University of Northumbria
entitled: Artists in residence - past, present and future. A research and
rolling seminar project for the Year of the Artist. The project aimed to
explore the theme of artist residency through publication and debate, with
each phase feeding through into the next. It began with the publication of a
historical background paper by Kevin Stephens, Artists in residence - a
historical survey, then moved into a continuing debate on the topic through
a series of seminars, three in the Northern Region of England and three at
national venues, leading to a final report in July 2001. It also aimed to
incorporate and disseminate ongoing research by Developing Audiences
in the North (DAN) which studies the responses of artists in the Northern
Region to YOTA before, during and after their residencies.5

                                                
5 For further details see www.arts.org.uk/directory/regions/northern/yota
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3 The framework

3.1 Key partners

Responsibility for managing Year of the Artist rested with the Regional Arts
Boards (RABs). The planning document issued in November 1998 by
Arts2000 (Arts2000, 1998) states that:

The English Regional Arts Boards will coordinate YOTA, supported by
Regional Artists’ Advisory Groups and in partnership with the Arts
Council and the Millennium Festival. A national office will lead, profile
and coordinate YOTA at a national level, through a new charity,
Arts2000, with delivery at regional level.

By November 1998 therefore (18 months before the start of the year), a broad
framework for the proposed management structure of YOTA had been agreed
and was described in the planning document, although it took some time to be
implemented and key support personnel had not then been appointed.

Key partners involved in Year of the Artist were:

• Arts2000
• YOTA coordinators
• Arts Council of England
• Regional Artists’ Advisory Groups (RAAGs)
• Artists’ Think Tank
• Sponsors
• National partners
• YOTA patrons

Arts2000 and the national office of Arts2000

Arts 2000 was both the name of the series of 10 ‘Years of’ and, as ‘Arts2000’,
was the name of the national office of Year of the Artist set up as a company
in February 1999 and registered as an independent charity in April 1999.

The RAB discussion groups stated that those responsible for planning and
establishing the Year of the Artist decided from past experience of previous
‘Years of’ that it was desirable to have a delegated project management team
with a national presence. The decision was therefore taken to set up the
national office of Arts2000 to ensure consistency, organise and promote
national events, coordinate fundraising, produce national publications and
generally raise the profile of Year of the Artist.

I think we were always very clear, partly because of previous
experience with Years of…, that there needed to be a national office,
which was going to take responsibility for national promotion and
partnerships, that there needed to be a national standard framework of
objectives… for… evaluating the impact of YOTA…and for spending
the money…  (RAB groups)
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The Chief Executive of Arts2000 was appointed in November 1998 and the
full team of eight staff – Chief Executive, Projects Director, Administrative
Director, Press Coordinator, Press Officer, Marketing Coordinator and two
Administrative Assistants – was in place just before the launch, in May 2000.

YOTA coordinators

Each RAB appointed a coordinator to manage YOTA for their region. Eight
Year of the Artist coordinators were specifically recruited into post and two
were transferred within their RAB from other duties. One had previously
worked as a curator, five were arts administrators and four had been
practising artists before becoming arts administrators. Lead-in times for Year
of the Artist coordinators ranged from one to 16 months before the start of
YOTA.

The coordinators were located variously in art form or strategy departments
and therefore experienced a variety of reporting arrangements. Not all
coordinators worked full-time and not all initially had administrative support. A
few were part of a defined regional Year of the Artist ‘team’ or had a network
of lead officers working on Year of the Artist residencies to help spread the
workload. Most coordinators worked with the Press or Events Officer at the
RAB on Year of the Artist.

Arts Council of England

Arts Council involvement in the scheme was coordinated by the Collaborative
Arts Unit. The Head of the Unit was responsible for attending meetings of the
Arts2000 Board as an Arts Council observer as well as attending planning
meetings between the national office of Arts2000 and Year of the Artist
coordinators. The Arts Council Press Office and the IT Department also
provided support for marketing and promotion and the application-processing
system respectively. The Arts Council was responsible for agreeing
mechanisms of funding, including the terms of the distribution of the YOTA
funds and the priorities adopted for each region.

Regional Artists’ Advisory Groups (RAAGs)

A Regional Artists’ Advisory Group was recruited by nearly every RAB to
advise on YOTA and the application process. Made up of artists, the aim was
for the groups to contribute to the development of the regional programme,
oversee the balance of residencies and plan regional seminars and
conferences (Arts2000, 1998). In practice, the extent and duration of their
involvement varied by region. Some were solely involved in the application
process whereas other RAAGs contributed to the regional launches and
legacy debates and acted as a feedback mechanism for the Artists’ Think
Tank. An important point is that members were remunerated for their time, in
keeping with Year of the Artist principle that artists should be paid a proper
rate for their work.
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Artists’ Think Tank

The Artists’ Think Tank was established by the Board of Arts2000 and the
Chief Executives of the RABs. It was made up of the Chairs of each RAAG (or
a selected representative). Its prime function was to bring together artists from
all the regions and from different art forms to brainstorm issues of relevance to
artists and act in an advisory role to the Board of Arts2000. Because the
Chairs of each region were invited to join the think tank, it also became a
forum for communication between the regions.

Artists who were prominent in advocating for the arts were invited to join an
advisory management committee following the appointment of a Chief
Executive for Arts2000. Although by this stage the residency model had
already been decided, these artists were active in pushing for all artists to
have a voice in the further shaping of YOTA and in advising minimum rates of
pay for artists and the principle of paying artists for their time spent on
advisory work. They were also responsible for the idea of setting up a think
tank. Despite this level of involvement and the commitment to be artist-led on
YOTA, artists were not invited to be part of the core management, the Board
of Arts2000.

Respondents described the think tank in the qualitative interviews as seeming
to have two agendas; first, a radical lobbying agenda looking beyond Year of
the Artist and second, an advisory or sounding board agenda for how YOTA
was being implemented. Its first formal meeting was on 30 May 2000 and
Arts2000 coordinated five further meetings throughout the project.

Sponsors

The Millennium Festival, funded by the Millennium Commission and the other
lottery bodies6, and sponsored by Coca Cola, distributed a fund of £100
million to local groups and organisations holding their own millennial
celebrations throughout the year 2000 (for further information about the
Millennium Festival see www.millennium.gov.uk). Year of the Artist
represented part of the ‘arts section’ of the Millennium Festival and received
£715,000 of sponsorship from New Millennium Experience Company (NMEC)
and Coca Cola to be spent over two years. The money was spent by Arts2000
on marketing, PR, promotional events and literature.

National partners

The national office of Arts2000 approached major public and private
corporations and organisations with requests for support for Year of the Artist.
Those agreeing were designated National Partners. (A full list of national
partners can be found in Breaking the Barriers [2001].) The partners were
explicitly not asked for money but instead were asked to donate in-kind
support. This could include carrying the Year of the Artist logo wherever
                                                
6 These are the four national Arts Councils, the four national Sports Councils, UK Sport, the
Heritage Lottery Fund, the Community Fund, the New Opportunities Fund, the Film Council
and Scottish Screen. See www.culture.gov.uk/lottery/index.html
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possible. In return, Arts2000 put partners’ logos on relevant print and the Year
of the Artist website. A few partners were actively involved in specific
promotional activities.

YOTA patrons

The aim was that high profile and popular artists would be enlisted as patrons
and ambassadors for YOTA (Arts2000, 1998). The national office of Arts2000
secured the involvement of 24 patrons from (among others) the worlds of
dance, politics, television and stage. A full list can be found in Breaking the
Barriers (2001).

3.2 Objectives

On the whole, those interviewed for the qualitative research were supportive
of the seven official objectives of YOTA, although many thought that they
were quite high aspirations for a year-long, nationwide scheme with just
£350,000 per region.

In addition to broadly supporting the YOTA objectives listed in section 1.2, the
three main groups of stakeholders had varying objectives of their own:

RAB chief executives saw YOTA funding as additional money with which to
drive forward existing objectives; to embed the individual artist more firmly into
the organisation; to create partnerships between artists and organisations that
had not engaged with artists before and to produce a sea-change in the
positioning of the arts and artist in society so that artists might be seen as
accepted and welcomed everywhere.

RAB officers (including the YOTA coordinators) saw YOTA as a good
marketing opportunity both for artists and for the corporate identity of the RAB;
they saw it as a way of encouraging wider participation in the arts across the
region, thereby potentially increasing access and audiences and they saw it
as a way of developing the practice of artists in the region.

Artists in RAAGs and in the Artists’ Think Tank saw YOTA as a unique
chance for artists to get involved at the heart of the decision making process
and ‘to make a difference’. Among their objectives for YOTA were for it to be a
strategic year, yielding a legacy of rights for artists; to generate a cross-art
form debating forum about the role of the artist in society; to encourage more
innovative projects and to show that community art and art in rural
communities can be cutting edge; and to develop projects that would engage
the majority audience while still maintaining quality and integrity for the artist.

Artists in residence recorded their aspirations for their project on the final
report forms after the end of their residency. (It should be noted that in some
cases this section may have been completed after the residency and therefore
the aspirations may have been identified retrospectively.)
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The themes most frequently mentioned were:

• aspirations relating to the creative development of the artist, mentioned by
73% of respondents

• aspirations regarding target audiences and participants, mentioned by
72% of respondents

• aims of developing the audience or participants of the project (58%)
(including developing their artistic skills and understanding)

• partnership and sharing aims (52%) (including developing partnerships
with other artists or non-arts organisations)

• extending the arts economy in some way (32%) (generating future work or
changing perceptions of art in the economy)

The two themes mentioned least frequently related to specific aims connected
with the host (19%) (including raising the profile of the host) and the
professional development of the artist (5%) (such as project management or
planning).

3.3 Funding

The Arts Council of England committed £3.5 million of lottery funding to
YOTA, which was delegated to the RABs. The Arts Council also funded the
national office of Arts2000 on an annual revenue basis of £75,000 to
£100,000 for four years.

Nine RABs provided a budget for Year of the Artist in their region over and
above the £350,000 YOTA lottery funding each received from the Arts
Council. The additional monies came from Regional Arts Lottery Programme
(RALP) and Treasury sources. The amounts varied between £46,000 and
£550,000. Each of the 10 RABs also contributed £15,000 to the support of the
national office of Arts2000.

Artists applying for Year of the Artist funding were told that ‘partnership
funding should represent a minimum of 10% of the total project costs’
(Guidance notes for residency proposals, 1999). The aim was to generate
additional income from other sources.

Including the £715,000 sponsorship provided by NMEC and Coca-Cola,
approximately £4.2 million was spent directly on artists’ projects (Press pack,
2001). (The final report forms record a higher figure of £5.7 million received in
total by the 608 projects (out of 980) which returned completed forms. This
increased figure also includes other sources of funding such as Local
Authorities or sponsorship and shows that YOTA was successful in unlocking
additional income from other sources.)

3.4 Management and administrative issues

When asked for their views about the management structure of Year of the
Artist, interviewees expressed a wide and divergent range of views. This
divergence of views on an area of fundamental importance requires careful
assessment. Opinions were obtained from a wide-ranging selection of people,
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representative of the various roles in Year of the Artist. A key issue is the
evident difference of views about where the power to approve decisions
rested in the structure. This is addressed below.

Broadly, in England the RABs were responsible for coordinating YOTA
through collaborating nationally (the first time such a scheme had been run
nationally) and were supported for delivery in their region by coordinators and
the Regional Artists’ Advisory Groups. The national office of Arts2000 was
responsible for promoting YOTA at a national level and reported to the Board
of Arts2000 (made up in part of Regional Arts Board Chief Executives). The
Arts Council’s involvement with Arts2000 and the coordinators was through
meetings attended by the Head of the Collaborative Arts Unit. The Arts
Council was also involved in the application process – both deciding on the
levels of reporting on lottery funds necessary and the IT systems. The Arts
Council Press Office also worked on Year of the Artist.

Qualitative research identified the view that Year of the Artist’s overall
management framework was essentially organic, described by one
respondent as a

strange, fascinating structure that was kind of evolving and emerging
and only partly really being planned…[it] had never been tried before…
the [Arts Council] was involved but [not] driving it.

The management framework was an attempt to go beyond regional
boundaries in the interest of the artist, which was the shared objective. A view,
shared by many respondents, was that although conceived as a new ‘model’
for national management and coordination, it ended up being unnecessarily
unwieldy. It was felt that the model had in-built problems with decision-making
and that a lack of clarity about roles and responsibilities only came into clearer
focus as the planning and activity began in earnest. The aspiration was that
the model would be nationally cohesive and consistent but some respondents
felt that the infrastructure and the planning support from the RABs did not
enable this.

Timing was also an issue. A view was expressed by respondents that there
was neither a clear focus nor a clear plan for how YOTA would be managed
until very late on. There is no doubt that the management structure adopted
by the RABs presented challenges. Some respondents felt that the lines of
responsibility between the national and regional elements of the managerial
and executive structures became blurred.

The involvement of the Arts2000 Board

The interviewees characterised the operations and decision-making of the
Arts2000 Board as a ‘committee’ model of management. Many respondents
felt that this did not provide a sufficiently effective mechanism for developing
national strategy.

The RABs’ strategic management relationship with the Arts2000 Board was
effectively delegated by the RAB Chief Executives to three of their number,
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one of whom would assume the position of Chair of the Board. Some
respondents commented on the fact that there were several Chairs of the
Board of Arts2000 within a short period of time which did not help the
development of a clear strategy.

Of equal relevance was the nature of the inter-connecting relationships
between the various decision-making and executive structures. Although
charged with developing national momentum and ensuring a consistency of
approach, Arts2000 had no brief to intervene in individual RABs’ management
of YOTA in their regions.

Given the high-profile nature of YOTA within the arts sector, it was inevitable
the RAB Chief Executives’ primary focus tended for the most part to be their
own region (see Chief Executives’ objectives at section 3.2). Most RAB Chief
Executives did not sit on the Arts2000 Board. Given this, it is not entirely
surprising that collective responsibility for a structure (and company) that they
had established would on occasions not always be at the forefront of their
minds.

Another view recorded by some interviewees was that the Arts2000 Board
spent most of its time dealing with operational aspects of YOTA, which left too
little time for strategic management.

The role of the national office of Arts2000

The issues identified above had a consequential impact on the staff of the
national office of Arts2000. Evidence from the qualitative research indicated
that the national office of Arts2000 faced difficulties in trying to establish the
demarcation of roles and responsibilities between the national office of
Arts2000, 10 autonomous RABs (each of whom had their own regional
priorities) and the Arts Council of England.

The role of the Artists’ Think Tank

There was a perception among those involved in organising YOTA that, by
creating an Artists’ Think Tank, Year of the Artist created an opportunity for
artists to have a real dialogue on art and artists as well as access with the
people in a position to precipitate change. Some real differences in opinion
were, however, uncovered by the qualitative research as to how well the think
tank objectives were achieved. On the one hand, artists were excited that this
form of consultation was happening for the first time. They felt it was a strong
group and that a great deal of real thinking took place. On the other hand, the
group was not felt to have any real power or status during Year of the Artist.
Interviewees expressed the view that the think tank was a missed opportunity,
that it could have been given a mandate to go into key negotiations with
experts to ensure a legacy of lasting value to artists, but instead it became a
‘disempowered arm’ of the Board of Arts2000.

A further view was recorded that artists were unwilling to stand up and
challenge the arts funding system for fear of being marginalised. It is possible
that this reported reluctance to speak up was the result in part of the lack of
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official status accorded to their advisory role. This finding needs further
investigation and may have implications for future initiatives which involve
artists in an advisory or think-tank capacity.

The role of the Regional Artists’ Advisory Groups

A very positive outcome of Year of the Artist was felt to be the opportunity for
artists to get involved in the decision-making process at a regional level. It
was felt that the RAAGs were very important in representing artists, thereby
adding credibility to the application and planning processes. Feedback from
RAAGs showed that artists in some regions were very pleased to be involved
in planning how YOTA would be implemented, but were disappointed when
application procedures and format were decided by ‘a central planning group’.

RAB involvement

In spite of the difficulties of trying to coordinate 10 different regions, the
knowledge and energy that each RAB brought to Year of the Artist was seen
as one of the strengths of the federal model. Each RAB had the same basic
budget for Year of the Artist but could then add to this from their own funds if
they so wished. This meant that the same programme was being run
throughout the regions but with very different resources.

There was also considerable variation in the priority given to Year of the Artist
by the different RABs and consequently different assessments had been
made about the amount of work required to implement it regionally. Year of
the Artist coordinators came into post at different stages in the lead up to
YOTA, some were part-time, some full-time. Some were involved in a lot of
the preparatory work, while others came to post just before the first
applications were due to come in. In some RABs, Year of the Artist was fully
integrated into the organisation while in others it was ‘just another scheme’.

The coordinators

The research identified positive views about the standard of coordination of
Year of the Artist at a regional level. The sharing of information between
regional YOTA coordinators was thought by some to have been one of the
key strengths of the federal model of management. Regional coordinators met
bimonthly with staff from the national office of Arts2000 throughout the project.
These regular meetings, organised by the national office of Arts2000, were
generally felt to be a helpful and supportive framework for their roles.

I think there were huge strengths for the coordinators, some of whom
were struggling because… YOTA wasn’t given priority within their
region, so [they] … were really out on a limb, and through contact with
the other coordinators they were able to say ‘oh, hang on, so they have
got a budget for that, and they are doing that in the region’… so they
could take some of those ideas back… and fuel their own kind of
operation regionally… that information sharing was really, really
effective at times.
(Year of the Artist coordinator)
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On the other hand, others found it frustrating that, although they were having
meetings, the extent of their group’s decision-making powers was unclear,
leading to decisions being over-ridden by other parts of the RAB management
structure.

It was felt that the coordinators often had a fresh perspective, coming from
outside the funding system to work on the scheme, although their lack of
knowledge of the arts funding system led to some frustration among those
more accustomed to working within it. This was exacerbated by the staggered
start times of the coordinators; they all went through the same learning and
problem-solving process but some were months ahead of others as they had
had longer in the role.

A positive aspect of their role was felt to be the amount of time they could
devote to working directly with artists, offering support and advice. The view
was expressed that other RAB officers generally do not have time to offer this
level of support to individual artists.

3.5 Key concepts

Residencies

It would appear that the success of the Year of Visual Arts in the north, which
had been about artist-led projects and residencies, had a big influence on the
decision to make residencies the flagship of YOTA. Those given the
responsibility of fleshing out the objectives talked about the process and how
they kept coming back to the engagement between artist and place, and
community understanding of artists and their work.

Some artists saw Year of the Artist as an opportunity to show that community
art could be cutting edge, while some RAB staff saw it as an opportunity to
take risks and support things they would not normally support. All expressed
support for the idea of trying to raise the status of arts and artists in society.

There was also a view that opposed the idea of trying to make artists into
social engineers or social workers. This view came from respondents who
saw community art as just one aspect of what artists do and therefore felt it
did not represent the breadth of artistic endeavour.

The strapline for Year of the Artist was ‘1,000 artists in 1,000 places’. Some
thought it worked well as a useful publicity tool. Others were more critical and
expressed the view that it limited what could be achieved because the
amounts of money were too small and the residencies too short.

I was critical at the outset of this idea of having the slogan of
1,000 residencies in 1,000 places. It was a very nice pat slogan
and it had served some useful publicity purposes but I would,
personally, have preferred, in this region and nationally, to have
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had fewer residencies, a slightly more selective process, longer
residencies on the whole… but each of them better funded and
better thought through…  

(RAB Chief Executive)

It was reported that when the ideas for the year were discussed at an artists’
conference (while the year was still in the planning stages), artists were
cynical about the benefits a Year of the Artist would offer to individual artists.
They argued that it should not all have to happen in the public domain, that
artists should be able to be ‘in residence’ in their own studios, that it should
reflect the multitude of ways in which artists carry out their work.

In terms of the objectives of YOTA the residency model was not considered
the best for raising awareness among wider audiences of the artist’s role in
society. The residencies worked well in a local and even regional context but it
was felt that a higher budget would have been required to achieve this more
ambitious objective.

In practice the term ‘residency’ was interpreted very loosely in some regions
but there was a view expressed by a number of respondents that other
models or terms might have worked better:

I think it is a useful model, but… I think it’s constraining and it
has set up somewhat narrow definitions of the process. I think if
we hadn’t used the word residencies but had used a series of
words such as experiences, interfaces – then I think that that
could have lent itself to a broader, more visionary definition of
what could be possible. Having said that, there were many
examples of individual artists working in a variety of ways that
didn’t necessarily tie in with other people’s expectations of the
conception, so I don’t think it has been a major problem, but it is
something that a number of artists in particular have commented
to me about.

(Artist representative)

As a term, ‘residency’ was seen as ‘a bit flat’ – residencies could happen
anytime. For those who felt that YOTA was an opportunity to think very
carefully about the development of the role of the artist and the arts in the UK,
the residency model was not quite up to the job. In practice, however, some
RABs allowed residency to mean a multitude of things, including research and
development and allowing artists to travel abroad, and did not insist that an
artist had to have a direct relationship with a community.

A nationwide scheme

In particular, some RAB respondents who had been involved in unsuccessful
attempts to bid for previous ‘Years of…’ were delighted that at last there was a
national initiative that would involve all regions. Being a nationwide scheme
was seen as key to the aspiration of raising the status of art and artists in
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society and YOTA was seen by some as a way of giving artists a national
voice.

A year-long scheme

There was a view expressed that with so many initiatives happening,
especially in London, it would be difficult to get visibility for something as
widely focused as YOTA. Some respondents were concerned that it would be
difficult to keep up the momentum over the course of a whole year, while
others welcomed the fact that it would extend over the course of a whole year.
Some RABs were concerned initially about the ability of their organisation to
deliver the initiative successfully within the limited time frame of a year.

Terminology

There was a view among interviewees that using the word ‘Artist’ in the title of
Year of the Artist deterred applications from some sectors (such as the
performing arts or literature) where practitioners think of themselves as
‘actors’ or ‘writers’ rather than artists. It was also felt that the word ‘residency’
was too narrow a definition of all the work that was planned.

The decision to run Year of the Artist over two financial years (rather than one
calendar year) was taken by RABs and agreed by the Arts2000 Board. This
enabled RABs to release more funds to Year of the Artist and give more
preparation time for all concerned. This did, however, lead to confusion about
what period of time actually constituted the ‘year’ – particularly in the minds of
the media and the public.
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4  The application process

Pre-application meetings to disseminate information about Year of the Artist
were held in all regions during summer and early autumn 1999. In some
regions all Regional Arts Board (RAB) staff were involved, while in others
Year of the Artist coordinators very much took the lead. These sessions were
intended to give as much information as possible to artists before they
completed their applications. The qualitative research identified the view that
these meetings were important for encouraging cross-art form applications
and enabling artists from different disciplines to meet each other. Northern
Arts’ artist-led evaluation of the application process found that around three-
quarters of the artists contacted found these seminars and one-to-one
sessions useful (Alexander K & Alexander D, 2001). Some RABs chose to
hold a series of meeting with groups of people such as local authority officers
who could then network with others and spread the message – this was with
the aims of reducing RAB workload and managing expectations.

Arts2000 organised a £30,000 advertising campaign to announce the scheme
in the national and specialist arts press, designed to raise wide scale
awareness of the opportunities on offer.

4.1 The process of applying

The form

Following publicity about Year of the Artist and (in some regions) pre-
application seminars, artists were asked to complete an eight-side application
form. This covered topics such as: type of applicant (host, artist, etc) and art
form; information about the residency – what was planned and why the artist
wanted to do it; the number of regions it would cover; the project’s contribution
to the five assessment criteria and a breakdown of costs and income. The
application pack contained an A5 booklet offering guidance notes for
residency proposals, which included details of the background and aims of the
scheme; definitions of key concepts such as ‘artists’, ‘hosts and organisers’
and ‘residency’; advice on meeting the assessment criteria and guidance on
rates of pay (Guidance notes for residency proposals, 1999).

The application form (and the application process itself) was designed
following consultation with artists from the Regional Artists’ Advisory Groups
(RAAGs). Some RAAGs did a great deal of detailed work on designing the
application form and were disappointed and angry when it appeared that their
suggestions were not taken into account because of the need to have one
standard form. The form also had to meet lottery financial requirements. In
addition, there was a delay on the Arts Council’s part in approving the forms.

There were mixed reports about how the application form worked in practice,
ranging from those who said that artists found it too complex to those who
said they found it user-friendly. Although the layout was considered to be
clear, the language used was described as ‘arts administration language’
rather than artists’ language. Artists did, however, welcome the opportunity to
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be able to write two pages of A4 about the project, rather than having to fit
everything into boxes.

The five assessment criteria are listed at section 1.2. A specific criticism of the
criteria was that they could have been worded much more straightforwardly; in
some cases it led to ‘wishy-washy’ responses from artists for fear of ‘getting it
wrong’. In addition, RAB officers reported they were not always able to
interpret what was required of the artist under the criteria.

The qualitative interviews identified some specific criticisms of the assessment
criteria and application form.

The potential to increase awareness of the positive role of the artist in
society
This was seen as the most difficult of the five criteria for artists to respond to.
One suggestion was just to ask how they were going to market their project.
Some artists expressed the view that it was unfair to ask artists to be
responsible for this and that developing this broader context should have been
the responsibility of Year of the Artist not the individual artist.

The potential for excellence in the planning and organisation of the
residency
Some RABs objected to the use of the word ‘excellence’ because of the
connotations of elitism; it was also seen as difficult for artists to demonstrate
this on a form. It was suggested that artists simply be asked to show how they
would manage their project and what experience they have.

How to ensure equality of opportunity
Some RAB officers said they did not know what was required of artists here
and that it was more appropriate for host organisations than for applications
from individual artists. For projects which targeted specific groups, for
example, women, it was not clear how they should respond to this criterion.

Evaluation of the application process carried out by artists on behalf of
Northern Arts reported that two-thirds of artists found the form difficult and
time-consuming to fill in. On the other hand, the local authorities and arts
organisations applying found no problems in completing the form (Alexander
K & Alexander D, 2001). One hundred and forty-seven artists, 36 arts
organisations and 12 local authorities responded to the survey. The success
rates of those who applied for Year of the Artist funding through the open
application process were:

• 95 individuals applied, 32 of which were successful (34%)
• 29 arts organisations with unpaid administrators applied, 11 of which were

successful (38%)
• 56 Local Authorities or organisations with paid administrators applied, of

which 33 were successful (59%)
• 9 schools applied, of which none were successful (0%)

Clearly the requirements the arts funding system places on individual artists,
when applying for funding, may disadvantage them in comparison to those
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arts organisations who are more likely to be able to devote time and resources
to applying for funding.

Individual artists are not administrators, they have trouble even with the
language on those forms, let alone filling in all the boxes. It didn’t make
a lot of sense because we were trying to encourage collaborative work,
cross art form work… and inevitably it meant that a lot of the original
thinking people in the region, people who weren’t familiar with the arts
funding system, whom we wanted to try and encourage to apply – a lot
of younger people in particular – couldn’t apply, because they couldn’t
deal with the form… So it meant that established artists and
established arts organisations and local authorities – usual suspects –
who are adept at filling those forms in, had a big advantage.

(RAB group)

However, it was also in an evaluation by West Midlands Arts that, ‘funding
systems also caused some problems for new organisations… many were
unaware that they could simply re-budget and consequently struggled to
identify sources of funding to ensure that the original budget and project
outline were fulfilled.’ It has therefore been suggested that new organisations
‘need considerable support, sometimes explaining assumingly obvious
factors’ when they’re applying for funding (Zahir, 2001). A clear lesson from
the evaluation of the year was that the application could have been much
clearer and easier to fill in for all applicants.

The comment was also made in the qualitative interviews that the form did not
allow applicants to apply without naming a partner. It was thought that this
may have discouraged some of the more creative ideas and closed the option
of new partnerships developing during the application process. In addition
some RABs reported that the forms did not capture all the information they
needed to make decisions based on regional priorities (such as the age of
artist – so that younger or older artists could be targeted).

The timetable

The application deadline was autumn 1999 and decisions were due by spring
2000. This timetable meant that some YOTA coordinators were not in post
when the applications were received and those recently appointed spent all of
their time processing applications, leaving them with little time for planning
and marketing YOTA.

Introduction of the applications process itself was also delayed. In part, this
was because of the decision to initiate a wholly new approach to using
National Lottery funding that had not previously been offered by the Arts
Council. It was a variation that required specific approval from the Department
for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). In the event it proved difficult to
reconcile the wish for a ‘light-touch’ reporting requirement with the
requirements placed on the Arts Council by DCMS for reporting on lottery
spend.
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Delays in agreeing the application process meant that those regions that were
holding pre-application meetings were unable to hand out guidelines and
application forms at the sessions. This had the knock on effect of completed
forms being returned late to the RABs. Deadlines for applications had to be
changed and artists contacting the RAB offices had to be told that there was
no further information or that the forms were delayed in being sent out. This
created some tensions between Year of the Artist coordinators and artists.
The delays in agreeing the processes early enough and a further technical
delay on the Arts Council’s part in installing the IT support systems, resulted in
the process taking longer than was planned. This meant that some
residencies were scheduled to start only a couple of months after the artist
had received their decision – leaving them with only a short amount of time to
plan.

In some regions, RABs required applicants to submit pre-application one-page
proposals in an attempt to manage expectations, increase the quality of
applications and weed out any unsuitable applications. This ‘two-round’
application process was felt by those who administered it to be advantageous
because the second round:

• had a higher quality of applications as people understood better what was
required

• gave RAB officers a chance to fill gaps to ensure a range and diversity of
projects (for example, diversity of location, art form, experience of
applicant, cultural background and so on), to promote a particular focus of
the region (for example, art and science, or new technology) or to ensure
more artist-led residencies (a national priority)

• also allowed first-round applicants to resubmit their proposals, having
taken on board feedback on their rejected first-round application. Some of
these applicants were subsequently successful

4.2 The decision-making process

Each RAB took a different approach to selecting residencies. Some, for
example, used external assessors, asked art form officers to score the
relevant art form applications and then sent the top-scoring applications to the
Regional Artists’ Advisory Group (RAAG) for their recommendations. The
resulting recommendations were then agreed by the RAB Senior
Management Team. Others allocated Lead Officers from within the RAB to
each application and used a system of moderating the combined scores given
to each applicant by art form officers, the Year of the Artist coordinator and
the RAAG to come up with a final list for Directorate approval. In some cases
the Directorate or Senior Management Team ‘rubberstamped’ the
recommendations and in other cases they rejected or amended some. This
caused problems with the relationship with their RAAG in one instance.

Overall, the application process of Year of the Artist placed enormous
pressure on the RABs. The evaluation of the application process
commissioned by Northern Arts states that over half of the artists were
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unhappy with the time taken to process applications (Alexander K &
Alexander D, 2001). Ironically, for a scheme designed to support the individual
artist, many artists reported problems as a result of the delays whereas arts
organisations were much less likely to have encountered problems.

Eight coordinators were involved in the decision-making process and in the
main found their involvement helpful. Particular points made included ‘it was
helpful being an advocate for the artists’ and ‘assessing all applications gave
a useful overview but was a very heavy workload’. Those coordinators who
chose not to be involved valued their impartiality – one respondent had a
background of working ‘on behalf of artists’ and did not want this trust
compromised by being seen as part of the decision-making process.
Qualitative interviews showed that a very positive aspect of the selection
process was the active involvement of Regional Artists’ Advisory Groups.
Their collaboration with the RABs was seen as very important to the success
of the scheme for two main reasons:

• artist applicants would see that their projects were being judged by their
peers from outside the arts funding system rather than, or as well as, the
arts funding officers

• the critical judgement of a group of cross-art form artists would add value
to the usual selection process

In some regions, RAB staff not normally involved in assessments also took
part in the selection process. This was seen as a positive step in that it
provided closer contact with the assessment process for more RAB staff,
fewer assumptions were made about what an artist ‘really’ meant, more
questions were asked, and this was seen to have led to greater consistency in
the information collected.

Detailed feedback was considered important in order not to discourage
unsuccessful applicants and Year of the Artist coordinators made themselves
available to talk through feedback personally. The legal and IT technicalities of
administering lottery funding mean that a standard letter of rejection had to be
generated for every unsuccessful application. This letter, which RABs were
required to send out, was considered unsuitable. RABs drafted their own
rejection letters which they sent out with the lottery letter.

4.3 Who applied and who was successful

The Regional Arts Lottery Programme (RALP) database at the Arts Council
holds records of 2,587 applications for funding by Year of the Artist. The
database contains information for the purposes of monitoring finances and
therefore some sections of the application forms have not been entered onto
the database.

Of the 2,587 applications, 832 (32%) projects were offered money and 1,732
(67%) were rejected. One was marked  ‘deferred’ and 22 were recorded as
‘pending’, ‘withdrawn’ or simply ‘application received’. These 23 applications
have been removed from the analysis.
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Figure 1 combines information from two sources:

• the RALP database which records the number of applications received by
each RAB and the number of projects awarded lottery money

• the index of residencies in Breaking the Barriers (2001) which records the
actual number of projects that took place.

The number of residencies awarded lottery funding was divided by the total
number of applications recorded by the RALP database to give the proportion
of RALP applications which were successful in receiving lottery funding, within
each RAB.

Figure 1: Total number of applications, number of applications awarded
lottery funding, actual number of residencies and percentage of
successful applications by region

Base:  2,564 total applications recorded on the RALP database and 971 RAB
directly funded residencies (excluding the nine national media residencies)
recorded in Breaking the Barriers (2001).
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Most applications were for visual arts projects, followed by combined arts
projects (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Total applications by art form

Base: 2,550 applications recorded as ‘offer’ or ‘reject’ with details of art form
given

With some exceptions, the proportions of successful applicants across
individual art forms ranged from 30–40%. The very high rate of success for
Broadcast & New Media is due to the very low number of applications for this
art form. Applications from the art forms highlighted in Table 1, that is
literature, dance, photography, crafts, drama/theatre, were significantly more
likely to be successful than those for visual arts.
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Table 1: Projects grouped according to art form and outcome
Total projects Successful

projects
Percentage of success
within each art form

Broadcast 4 2 50%
Literature 195 85 44%
Dance 97 41 42%
Photography 150 58 39%
Crafts 146 55 38%
Drama/Theatre 153 56 37%
Collaborative Arts 85 28 33%
Combined Arts 432 140 32%
Music 198 63 32%
Film/Video 145 43 30%
Visual Arts 945 251 27%
Total 2550 822
Base: 2,550 applications with art form recorded

Figure 3 shows the percentage of successful projects by art form:
approximately a third of successful applications were for the visual arts,
followed by combined arts and literature.

Figure 3: Percentage of successful applications by art form

Base: 822 successful applications which had named the art form

In most regions the largest proportion of funded projects (between 23–44%)
were visual arts led – the exceptions were Northern Arts and South West Arts
who each funded a greater proportion of combined arts projects. There were
other regional variations in the proportions of art forms receiving funding: East
England Arts, West Midlands Arts and Yorkshire Arts gave the second largest
proportion of their lottery funding (after visual arts) to combined arts,
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compared with London Arts, South East Arts and Southern Arts who gave the
second largest proportion of their lottery funding to literature projects. In part,
these differences may reflect different regional practice in classifying art forms
(Table 2 overleaf).
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Table 2: percentage of successful applications by art form and region
East

England
Arts

East
Midlands

Arts

London
Arts

North
West
Arts

Northern
Arts

South
East Arts

South
West
Arts

Southern
Arts

West
Midlands

Arts

Yorkshire
Arts

Percentage
Broadcast 1.2 1.2
Collaborative Arts 6.8 2.0 12.0 1.2 2.3 9.4
Combined Arts 17.0 10.0 8.1 10.0 34.6 54.5 10.5 18.8 18.9
Crafts 6.8 11.0 7.0 3.7 6.7 4.5 9.3 9.4 5.7
Dance 2.3 7.0 10.8 6.0 3.7 7.9 1.5 4.7 2.4 1.9
Drama/Theatre 4.5 9.0 8.1 2.0 4.9 6.7 7.6 7.0 9.4 11.3
Film/Video 5.7 8.0 5.4 4.0 4.9 6.7 1.5 7.0 3.5 3.8
Literature 9.1 5.0 14.9 9.0 8.6 12.4 3.0 19.8 10.6 11.3
Music 9.1 13.0 8.1 8.0 4.9 4.5 4.5 5.8 12.9 1.9
Photography 9.1 8.0 8.1 7.0 2.5 11.2 3.0 9.3 3.5 7.5
Visual Arts 29.5 27.0 36.5 35.0 29.6 43.8 19.7 23.3 29.4 28.3
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Base: 822 successful applications with art form recorded
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The average amount awarded was £4,892. This accords with the guidance
notes to applications, which stated: ‘the majority of awards are likely to be
under £5,000 (Guidance notes for residency proposals, 1999). On average,
44% of the total project costs were funded.

Figure 4 shows that, of successful projects, the majority (60%) was offered the
amount of money they requested. In total, 76% were awarded within £1,000 of
the amount they requested. In 21% of awards, the amount given was at least
£1,000 short of what was requested and 3% of awards were awarded over
£1,000 more than they requested.

Figure 4: Differences between request and award

Base: 832 successful applications which had recorded the amount requested

Thirty-six per cent of successful projects were due to start at the beginning of
Year of the Artist, in June 2000. Over three-quarters of projects were
scheduled to begin between June and October 2000. A quarter of projects
was scheduled to run for 12 months and just under two-thirds for six months
or less.

In terms of stated participants, over 50% of successful applicants were unable
to state on the application form who was likely to participate. Of those who did
state target participants, the majority was aimed at ‘adults’ (including projects
aimed at older adults). With regards to audiences, over 50% of successful
applicants were unable to state who their audience might be. Of those who did
give information the majority stated ‘all ages’.

• 96% of successful projects had not previously applied for other RAB/Arts
Council of England funds for this project

• 93% of unsuccessful projects had not previously applied for RAB/Arts
Council of England funds for their project either

• 99% of successful projects had not previously applied for any funds from
another lottery money distributor
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• 98% of unsuccessful projects had also not previously applied for any funds
from another lottery money distributor

Northern Arts’ evaluation of the application process records the perception
among 43% of artists and arts organisations that there was not a ‘level playing
field’ and that the different art forms were competing unfairly against each
other (Alexander K & Alexander D, 2001). This figure includes a small
percentage of visual artists who believed they were subject to a quota system.
This was perceived to be as a result of both the disproportionately large
numbers of visual artists working in the region and the success they had
achieved in 1996 UK Region of Visual Arts. Artists in other art forms
(especially performing artists and writers) felt that they were less able to adapt
to the criteria and were therefore unfairly discriminated against. Northern Arts
is described by the evaluator as having operated positive discrimination
across art forms and geography to ensure an even spread of projects. The
report recommends that better and more open information should be available
to artists about why positive discrimination is being carried out.

The evaluation also reports that individuals who applied were less likely to
succeed than organisations who used paid administrators to complete the
application. This is believed to be due to arts organisations’ experience in
fitting work to funding criteria and the lack of time individuals have to devote to
speculative applications at the expense of existing work. The report therefore
recommends that more thought should be given to supporting individuals
through the application process.

In terms of overall selection of residencies, the RABs retained flexibility to
allocate the funds according to their own priorities and to allocate Treasury
money to boost the number or type of residencies they could fund. Selection
was therefore led by regional priorities such as geographical spread across
diverse metropolitan and rural locations, or work in the area of disability arts
and cultural diversity. Regions also had different strategies for allocating the
funds to individual residencies. In the main, funding was within a maximum
£5,000 bracket, but in some regions Treasury money was added to ‘enhance’
funding for particular projects.

Contracts

There was considerable criticism regarding the complexity of the national Year
of the Artist administration procedures. West Midlands Arts’ evaluation found
that dissatisfaction with the complexity of the contracts was voiced by a
number of organisations, one of whom commented that they sent out the Year
of the Artist contract along with a copy of their own standard contract
explaining that theirs was a summarised version of the Year of the Artist
contract. In a couple of cases artists commented that the Year of the Artist
contract was actually inaccurate (Zahir, 2001).
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5 Achievements of the Year

5.1 The projects

The document Breaking the Barriers published by Arts2000 provides a
photographic record of Year of the Artist and details of all the residencies
(Breaking the Barriers, 2001). As Nick Capaldi (Chair of Arts2000) states in
his introduction, it is a record of work that

excites and inspires, and this… work is celebrated in this review of
YOTA, through the pictures, stories and listings that can only begin to
do justice to the vital role that artists play in our society.

The document records 980 residencies, which in addition to the 832 recorded
on the RALP database also includes national media residencies and artists
who were given grants to carry out research and development work in their
chosen field. In addition, the Achievements list in the Press pack for the
launch of Breaking the Barriers states that ‘1,700 artists were commissioned
in over 1,500 different places’ (Press pack, 2001). The number of artists
involved in the year may be much higher than this figure suggests, for
example, the final report forms completed by artists show that a total of 608
projects involved 2,387 artists.

Models of residency

The qualitative research showed that all the Regional Arts Boards (RABs)
tended to describe their residencies as very successful overall. Respondents
were asked to describe a residency which was a good model of practice and
one which had a less successful outcome. A good model of practice included
such criteria as:

• a positive relationship with the host
• positive outcomes for business (for example, boosted staff morale,

increased productivity)
• involvement of families and the community
• opportunities for the artist to have extended his or her creative practice
• some educational benefit
• legacy of a new partner for the arts
• increased access for the public to a particular art form

The failure of a residency to fulfil its expectations was usually ascribed to the
inexperience of the artist, his or her inability to recognise the importance of
planning and good communication with the residency host or reluctance on
the part of the artist to make explicit their marketing strategy. Sometimes, a
residency did not achieve its objectives because a key person left their job
during or just before the beginning of a residency.

An alternative view, documented by West Midlands Arts, states that some
artists found that they were more experienced project managers than the
person hosting the Year of the Artist project. In such cases they were
frequently called upon for support and mentoring, a factor not built into the
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initial proposal. For artists leading on projects, the issue of project
management and the amount of time that it can take can be a real challenge.
There was a general sense that £5,000 only allowed for minimal costs
towards project management, which were frequently insufficient (Zahir, 2001).

Appendix 1 gives some case study examples of successful residencies.

It is interesting that, although only 5% of artists stated at the outset that
‘professional development’ (such as project management or planning) was an
aim, when asked what artists had learned from the experience, the most
frequent answer related to management or planning of the residency (38%
mentioned this).

The low number of applicants who mentioned aims related to hosts (19%)
highlights a fundamental difficulty of the scheme – integrating the (often very
different) objectives of the artist and the host. The fact that 52% of artists
specifically stated they would work in a residency again, as did 41% of hosts,
is a tribute to the success of individual projects at negotiating this difficulty.

Opportunities for artists

It is important to remember that the following findings are based on artists’
self-evaluation and that some respondents may have been hesitant about
recording problems. Completing the form unlocked the final 5% of funding for
the project.

The final report forms enabled artists to state their aspirations at the beginning
of their project, two examples of which are given below:

That the finished piece of work be a successful fusion of work of artists
and participants.

To enable staff to interact with artists and individuals not usually
encountered in the business environment.

The 608 final report forms received show that 81% of artists had the
opportunity to work in a new setting, 71% entered into a new collaboration
with other artists and 69% had the opportunity to use new or different facilities.

• over 34,500 artist days were recorded
• 89% of projects had some sort of public presentation or exhibition and

75% had participatory sessions, such as workshops
• 48% of projects had some type of educational activity
• over 15,500 public presentations or exhibition days were recorded7

• over 7,500 participatory sessions took place
• over 1,400 educational activities took place

                                                
7 The number of public presentations/exhibition days reflects the fact that several of the
projects involved public art.
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Benefit and impact

The form asked questions about the outcomes of the project, asking artists to
tick boxes numbered 5 to 1. The range used was from 5 = to a great extent to
1 = not at all. Additional comments were encouraged.

To a very large extent the residencies were seen as successful or very
successful artistically, with over 90% of forms recording high scores.
Qualitative comments from artists also provided evidence of high quality
artistic work:

 I was pleasantly surprised that I managed to produce a huge quantity
of new artwork to a high standard.

Though it is difficult to judge your own work in this way, the response
we received from experienced and quite new performance attendees
proved what we created worked, and worked well.

When asked if the project allowed the audience and/or participants to
experience high quality artistic activity, similar positive responses were
recorded in the final report forms:

Participants (amateurs) were able to work alongside highly skilled
professionals in a very focused atmosphere.

Artists were also asked whether their projects ran smoothly. Examples of the
kind of comments recorded are given below:

Despite the restricted time frame from residency to production, all
aspects of the project ran smoothly. The performances were well
attended – the production played to full houses and publicity and
marketing appear to have been effective.

It was slow to start in finding connections to host venues, as other
organisations weren’t always ready to accommodate us. Once basic
organisation was secure, it did run smoothly.

Over 90% of artists stated that their residency gave them opportunities to
develop new partnerships or enhance existing ones (responses rated ‘5’ or
‘4’). Comments from artists reinforced this positive response:

We made valuable contacts with local voluntary health organisations
and potential clients for future media projects. The exhibition received a
positive response from artists and professional media organisations
who attended.

Eighty-three per cent of respondents believed that the residency had raised
awareness of the role of the artist (rated at ‘5’ or ‘4’). Again, artists were asked
to give qualitative comments for this question, an example of which is given
below:
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I found that talking to members of the public was really beneficial. Most
people were really intrigued by the project and meeting an artist. A lot
[had] presumed I was a student and not a ‘real’ professional.

Ninety per cent said that the residencies provided ‘good creative opportunities’
for the artists (rated ‘5’ or ‘4’) with many gaining inspiration from the setting,
the audience they worked with or the project itself.

The chance to get paid to produce new work was fantastic. I did not
have to scrimp, scrounge and penny pinch to make this work. Also
being a ‘YOTA’ artist gave me confidence and a sort of credibility.

Almost a quarter (23%) referred to the artistic freedom they experienced and
how this allowed exploration of the creative elements of their art. Fourteen per
cent reported that they were extended or challenged artistically by the project.
Artists were also asked to describe how the project would move forward their
own creative practice in the future:

The project has definitely moved me forward. I am now very much
inspired towards collaboration and I am presently working towards a
piece for next year with both the artists involved in this project.

The networking opportunities have already opened many publishing
and critical doorways for my own creative work.

Almost three-quarters (73%) of all artists reported that they had learned new
skills as a result of YOTA.

I particularly developed communication and managerial skills –
important to my concern with learning new collaborative skills with
regard to future work.

The skills artists mentioned most frequently were technical/practical skills and
artistic skills, each representing almost a third of all the final responses. Other
frequently mentioned skills were: working with others (25%), interpersonal
skills (18%) and project leading/team working skills (16%).

Overall, 82% of respondents believed that the project had made the impact
envisaged at the time of applying (rating ‘5’ or ‘4’). Over a quarter (26%)
commented that the project had exceeded their expectations in some way. In
addition there were a variety of comments covering the detail of the project
outcome. These ranged from the ‘impact on the participants was as
envisaged’ to ‘links and collaboration will be good for the future’.

One of the greatest achievements of YOTA was the number of new pieces of
work created by professional artists, volunteers and participants. In total
26,579 pieces of new work were produced during YOTA in an array of
artforms - performing arts; visual arts/crafts; media and multi-disciplinary or
combined arts.
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Qualitative research identified the following important benefits for artists:
Economic – significant funding was provided for a limited number of artists.
The year highlighted the economic plight of many artists by pledging YOTA to
paying artists fairly and transparently for their work

Artistic – a chance for artists to develop their practice in new ways, eg:
innovation in their creative practice or working with new partners in new
locations or collaborating with a different artform. A rare chance for
performance artists in particular to have the chance to apply to do a project
individually

Professional – YOTA has given some artists confidence to organise their own
projects, to really do what they wanted to do, without necessarily having to
produce an outcome. It allowed artists time to think and to be paid to think and
to do creative things; it gave artists the chance to develop skills in dealing with
other people and learn to be better communicators.

In terms of impact on the host, 19% of hosts spontaneously mentioned that
the residency had made a real impact on their organisation or in some way
had been very valuable.

Provided a purposeful, enjoyable activity for [those] who took part,
bringing out their creative qualities which lifted their spirits, enhanced
their self-confidence and provided them with a sense of teamwork and
support. Whilst the project was time consuming in terms of
organisation, it proved more than worthwhile.

Fourteen per cent thought it important to mention that it had generated good
publicity or raised their profile and over 20% commented on links developed
with their audience/participants or with artists and arts organisations. Just 4%
reported difficulties of some sort in terms of impact of the residency on their
group or organisation. Seven per cent mentioned experiencing difficulties
when asked about what they had learned from the project.

Funding and artists’ fees

Year of the Artist was successful at expanding the arts economy by unlocking
additional monies. The final report forms indicated that 50% of funding for the
projects came from Year of the Artist awards. The other 50% included 17%
from other sources of public funding for projects. Overall, one-third of funding
came from non-public sources with support in kind accounting for around 14%
of total funding.

Fees to artists made up 45% of total expenditure. The forms showed that
when income was compared to expenditure, overall the projects had
overspent. A total deficit of £92,808 was recorded. Artists were asked to give
the reasons for any significant differences between their initial budget and the
actual income and expenditure their projects incurred: 44% of all forms had
some explanation of these differences. Artists were free to determine what
they deemed to be ‘significant’ and the recorded differences ranged from
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projects with a considerable deficit or surplus, to projects where there were
only small changes to funding or expenditure.

The two most cited reasons for the differences between the initial budget and
actual income and expenditure were that the project ‘gained additional funding
or support in kind’ or that ‘costs were higher than expected’ (both 12%). Other
common reasons given were; ‘funding did not materialise’ (11%); ‘Artist(s)
needed more time’ (6%); ‘chose to spend more’ (6%); ‘chose to spend less’
(5%) and ‘costs were lower than expected’ (5%).

In those projects that recorded a deficit, 3% of artists stated they would be
funding the difference.8 Comments on the form suggest that there were other
projects where the artist would not be taking the full amount of fees due. A
contributor to West Midlands Arts Internet Salon stated (Nyachae, 2001):

I used the (relatively) good rate [of £150 per day] to expand my project
over a longer period, which I felt was necessary in order for me to
establish the relationships properly.

A rough calculation divides the total number of artist days (34,779) by the total
spent on artists’ fees (£2,644,960). This produces a mean income of £76.05
per day for artists – half the recommended amount. This tendency of artists to
‘subsidise’ their own practice is important to note, given Year of the Artist’s
stated objective of improving the economic status of the arts and artists and
the setting up of the daily rate for artists within the scheme.

In the evaluation conducted by West Midlands Arts it was found that artists
often subsidised their budget with their own time and money in order to deliver
a high quality project (Zahir, 2001). The report stated that, ‘in almost all of the
projects, artists worked on a task-led basis, ensuring that the final product was
of high quality, rather than on a daily contracted basis’. This was most often
the case when artists worked in unstructured settings such as community
groups, rather than a structured environment such as school-based
workshops.

West Midlands Arts also noted in feedback from artists that almost no one
interviewed managed to keep within their contracted and paid days. The
majority accepted that for the quality that they sought they would need to
commit more time than had been financially allocated. Some artists spent
three times the number of days allocated (from 20 to 60), others double. The
reasons for this varied. In one case the need for sensitivity towards the
surrounding community led to the relationship being developed slowly over an
extended period of time. The evaluation raised the question ‘in situations
where the artist is both community worker and artist, who funds their work?’
(Zahir, 2001).

South West Arts’ evaluation indicated that the fact that YOTA was the first
lottery fund to give funding to individuals had thrown up many questions about
                                                
8 In some cases the deficit arose due to the timing of when the form was completed. Some
artists were expecting income from sales of CDs, photographs, etc.
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the more traditional forms of funding where, for example, SWA gives more
money to organisations than to individuals (Evaluation of YOTA, 2001).

The South West Arts evaluation also noted that a major advantage of YOTA
was that it had enabled artists to work ‘on their own patch’. If funding of the
YOTA type was not continued, more artists may move away from the area as
there are not enough opportunities in the South West (Evaluation of YOTA,
2001).

Who was involved?

Artists

The total number of professional artists recorded on the 608 forms was 2,397.
Among these, 240 projects had a single professional artist (39%) and 118 had
two artists (19%).

In total, data were supplied about the ethnicity of 367 professional artists. Of
this small group, 7% were Asian/British Asian, 4% were Black/Black British,
2% were Irish, 1% were Chinese and 1% ‘other’.

Seventy-six of the professional artists who took part in YOTA reported that
they had disabilities, representing 3% of the artists involved, together with 63
other disabled people who were paid for their work.

Of the 2,397 professional artists involved in YOTA, 90% gave their age on the
evaluation forms. The majority (79%) were between 25 and 64. Young artists
(aged 16-24) made up 8% of those involved in YOTA.

Volunteers

The final report forms record 3,296 volunteers involved in Year of the Artist. Of
these, the evaluation forms specified the age of 2,750 volunteers. The largest
age group volunteering was adults between 25 and 64 (63%). The second
largest volunteer category was young adults between 16 and 24 (23%).
Children were also active in this area, with 4% of those offering voluntary
services aged between 0-15. This shows an encouraging level of involvement
across a broad age range.

Disabled people also became involved with YOTA through participation and
volunteering. They made up 4% of total volunteers and 6% of total
participants.

Audiences

The national audience figure for YOTA is recorded by the forms as 14 million.
Over 80% of this relates to two projects. The first, with an estimated audience
of almost 7 million,  involved placing artwork in and on the outside of public
transport and the second, with an audience of 4 million, involved art broadcast
on screens in a shopping centre.
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Not all forms had this section completed; and a number of forms where this
section was left blank had the potential for large audiences or viewer
numbers. These included:

• four projects with local or national radio broadcasts
• one project with local television broadcasts
• several projects with internet websites or internet communication between

participants/audiences
• several projects with some form of public art (road-side billboards; public

library; on trains/train stations; at a ferry terminal; at a motorway service
station; visitors to a Sea Life Centre)

Taken together, these projects would have generated additional audiences or
viewer figures of several million.

Eighty-two per cent of artists commented that their project attracted new
audiences ‘to a great extent’ (giving a rating of ‘5’ or ‘4’). In their comments,
63% stated that their audience/participants were ‘new to this art form’; 15%
stated that they attracted new audiences to an ‘unusual venue’ or ‘specific
place’ and 8% stated that they attracted a ‘completely new audience’ to their
project.

Comments from artists provide further insight:

The project engaged under represented groups in the district including
young people and people with disabilities. The concert attracted people
of all ages, many more than we had expected.

Difficult to generate interest amongst the general public at large, as
opposed to the art public.

There are important limitations to the figures reported for ethnic origin, age
and disability status of audiences and participants. In many cases the figures
were estimated and based upon potential viewer figures for publicly situated
art or broadcasts. This presents difficulties in assessing the make-up of the
casual audience. The figures given are the best estimates available but must
be used and interpreted with great care. In terms of cultural diversity, the
largest reported ethnic group audience is Asian/British Asian with nearly
28,000 people attending – just under 15,000 of this figure is accounted for by
four projects based either in the media, or with media support, or in sports
settings. The next largest group was black/black British with audience figures
of over 9,000.

Of the total recorded audience figures for YOTA, 10,412 were defined as
‘disabled’, which represented 0.07% of the total recorded audience for Year of
the Artist. This figure may be smaller than was the actual case, due to only
those audience members known to have a disability being recorded on the
form. This would mean those with a hidden disability or longstanding
impairments were not recorded.
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Of the 14 million audience figure, only 4% of people could be categorised by
age group, as the remainder were unspecified in the evaluation forms.

Of the total ‘age-specified’ audience, adults in the broad age band of 25 to 64
formed the largest group, making up 50% of the total audience figures
identified in the 606 projects. Adults aged 65 and over formed the next largest,
making up around 20% of the audience. Children under 5 represented the
lowest audience figures, forming only 2% of the ‘age-specified’ audience.
A total of 75,238 participants took part in YOTA, and all age groups were
actively involved in YOTA workshops and events. Adults between 25 and 64
made up the largest (33%) of these participatory groups, closely followed by
children aged between 5 and 15 (29%).

Artists were asked to identify particular target groups in their initial application.
Qualitative comments in the final report forms indicate the difficulty some
artists had in achieving these targets:

Project did reach target youth group, but found it hard to maintain
interest and continuity. At this stage it changed the target group.

Not as many disabled or ethnic groups as we would have wished for.

Other partners

RABs varied in how much time/resources they put into negotiating and
promoting partnerships. Some RABs left it entirely up to artist applicants to
come up with partnership ideas; others put a lot of resources into negotiating
projects with media partners and cultural partners such as English Heritage
with the aim of promoting long-term relationships. Some of these partnerships
have been very successful and the RABs concerned were optimistic that
some progress had been made. Generally, RABs reported that where they
had the time to support a project and foster the relationship it usually worked
well because it left the artist free to concentrate on the creative element.

One of the successful partnerships forged through YOTA was that of the
National Trust and West Midlands Arts. As a result of YOTA, the National
Trust is hoping to develop more arts-based projects at sites throughout the
West Midlands region. Key impacts of YOTA for the National Trust is that they
now have a relationship with West Midlands Arts and are learning how to work
in partnership with artists and arts organisations. The National Trust is now
preparing to develop a RALP bid for their sites both in the West Midlands
region and others.

Local Authorities

All RABs had some form of partnership with Local Authorities. They usually
became involved once the RABs had received the outline plan for YOTA of
approximately 100 residencies in each region.
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It was reported that many Local Authorities saw YOTA as an opportunity to
push work already in the pipeline and this made them very positive about the
scheme from the beginning.

Where projects took place

Residencies were based in a range of locations from an abandoned hospital
to a Youth Hostel. The final report forms (received by September 2001)
recorded (among others): 40 schools, 17 museums, 14 hospitals or hospices,
11 sea fronts, 10 churches, 10 libraries, 9 castles, 9 prisons, 7 cafes, 7
forests, 6 shopping centres, 6 bus related, 6 motorways or service stations
and 6 newspapers, 5 town centres, 5 factories and 5 based on the internet, 4
hair salons, 4 pubs, 4 swimming pools and 4 old people’s homes. The
document Breaking the Barriers provides a full picture of where residencies
took place (Breaking the Barriers, 2001).

Comments provided by artists in the final report forms illustrate the diversity of
some of the residencies:

This project worked with young people who had not previously had the
opportunity to work with professional artists. In addition it took place at
a night-club which did not have art happen in it normally.

This would appear to be a wholly new audience for work of this kind. As
far as we are aware there have been no poetry residencies in casinos,
bingo halls or betting shops before.

Lessons learned

Artists

The 608 final report forms record artists’ responses to the question ‘What did
you learn from the experience of your Year of the Artist Residency?’ The
answers were unprompted (that is no areas or themes were suggested by the
wording of the questionnaire):

I have learned (more realistically relearned) that the role of the artist is
not just to make work but to promote that work. Residencies are useful
here and I will seek them in the future at this or other locations.

To be prepared to spend time observing, researching and familiarising.
To be flexible and open minded. To not try to bring a defined aim or
agenda to the situation.

The most frequently stated lesson learned related to management and
planning – 38% mentioned this. Almost the same percentage (35%)
mentioned artistic and technical skills or theory. Twenty-eight per cent
reported learning more about the importance and benefits of collaboration and
teamwork.
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One feature of working on YOTA projects that brought divided opinion was
that artists became challenged both by the different settings in which they
worked and by project management. Some felt that the project management
was too much of a burden to add, while others felt empowered by learning
new skills or discovering that they had talents for marketing, organisation or
design that sometimes fed back into their own work (Milner, 2001).

Hosts

Hosts were also asked what they felt they had learned from the experience,
some examples of which are given below:

The need for long-term investment in a project of this complexity, and
the level of support needed to realise it.

That art is a positive and exciting medium to interpret sites and
introduce a new audience to the countryside.

Overall, the most frequently cited lesson concerned the need for management
and support to help the residency operate effectively: 37% of all projects
mentioned this (over 50% of those that completed this section). Seven per
cent of host organisations noted some difficulties or problems with the
residency (9% of the smaller total of those who completed this section).

Residencies

Research on residency commissioned by Northern Arts contains very detailed
discussion of the issues surrounding residencies. Some key points
requirements for a successful residency were identified as (Stephens, 2001):

• good initial planning to obtain the right amount of money to make the
residency achievable

• help and possibly training to help both the artist and the host/community to
prepare well

• pre-induction programmes to help build knowledge and expertise

• a longer lead time – perhaps of six months, especially with advertising
(many artists plan a year or more ahead whereas advertisements often
appear only three months before the residency properly begins)

An additional point expressed in the qualitative interviews was that a better
strategy, in terms of achieving the long-term objectives, might be to have
fewer but better funded residencies, which lasted longer. Some RABs thought
that because there was not enough time to support all the residencies some
potential long-term partnerships may have been jeopardised. From an artist’s
perspective there was too little time in some of the shorter residencies to
establish a proper relationship with the host organisation.
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The research also suggests that ‘support groups may be good at the
beginning but may be less than helpful at later or more tricky stages. There
may not be enough time to build trust within the host community and often no
thought has been given to what happens after the residency. The most
successful residencies tend to be artist-driven.’

Those involved in running YOTA

The advice Year of the Artist coordinators gave to those thinking of
undertaking a similar initiative can be grouped under five headings. Their
comments were gathered during in-depth interviews carried out by the Arts
Council Research department in December 2000 and January 2001 and are
given verbatim as follows:

Creativity:

Do not worry about the quality of the artistic projects, they will generally
be of consistently high quality

Listen to artists and find out what they want, keep them informed about
what’s going on

Planning:

Be clear about the aims, coordinate them nationally and do not try to
achieve too much

Place people in roles from the start of the planning process, use
experienced people

Give ownership of the project to one small group or have a single
artistic director to conceive the whole Year

Infrastructure:

The application form and process should be quick and easy to
complete, as should the decision-making process

Put the infrastructure in place early and sort out the mechanics of who
does what

Have lots of discussion beforehand with ACE and RABs

A ‘Year’ needs to be well resourced. Compared with Millennium
projects, YOTA funding was negligible

Travel to people, do not assume they will come to a central venue
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Concepts:

Starting a “Year of” halfway through a calendar year is hard for people
to understand

Make sure the mechanism matches the aims – (using private
residencies as a method of increasing public awareness caused some
debate)

Framework:

Establish a critical structure from the beginning, involve critics and
cultural commentators to ensure ongoing critical debate

Establish a marketing structure from the beginning and have good
national marketing

Plan for legacy from the beginning: build in an adequate budget, treat
YOTA as the starting point for a long-term process

Emphasis was placed on the need to manage expectations – those involved
in the residencies were described as asking ‘what next?’ – their desire to
continue the residency or the involvement in art was often strong and the
coordinators generally felt that little thought had been given to the future of
these projects after the end of YOTA.

5.2 Unexpected circumstances

The 12 months from June 2000 to May 2001 saw some of the worst weather
experienced in recent times with widespread flooding in parts of the country. A
crisis in the train network following the Hatfield crash led to an ‘emergency
timetable’ being imposed across the country and the outbreak of foot-and-
mouth among livestock saw travel to and within rural locations prevented in a
bid to prevent the spread of the disease. These setbacks prevented some
projects from starting on time and in many cases made travelling to meetings
or residencies very difficult. Foot-and-mouth disease had a major impact in
some regions, resulting in projects being delayed or not taking place at all.
Trying to help artists through this caused additional work for the YOTA
coordinators.

However, some artists were able to overcome these pitfalls to continue to
produce excellent work, and indeed in doing so demonstrated the value of the
arts in involving communities, engaging a wider audience and playing their
part in processes of regeneration (Review, 2001).

It should also be noted that in 1998 the Arts Council was involved in an
internal restructure. In March 2001 the announcement was made that the arts
funding system as a whole was to be restructured. The proposal was to
integrate the Arts Council and RABs into one organisation. This development
may have influenced opinions expressed during the evaluation process. On 1
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April 2002 the Arts Council of England and the 10 Regional Arts Boards joined
together to form a single development organisation for the arts.

5.3 Publicity and events (including media residencies)

Overall YOTA was seen by respondents to the qualitative research as an
opportunity to get the arts into the minds of journalists through a sustained
campaign of different projects. In order to achieve this objective the media
was involved in a number of different ways.

Residencies’ self-promotion

The final report forms record that 97% of residencies were promoted in some
way. A variety of different methods was used:

• 81% of projects completing final report forms stated that they had sent out
a press release

• just under two-thirds used flyers, posters and direct mail
• over half the projects stated they used a website to promote their

residency

Ninety per cent of the 608 projects stated they were aware of media coverage
for the residency. Local or regional press coverage (78% of residencies) and
local or regional radio coverage (51%) were the most common. The
specialised arts press gave coverage to 42% of projects and 21% of the forms
recorded some form of national media coverage (TV, radio or press).

National media coverage

Analysis of the final report form database was conducted to see whether the
21% of projects that received national media coverage differed in any
quantifiable ways from those projects that did not.

Several hypotheses about the projects which completed final report forms that
received national media coverage were tested, for example whether more of
them actively promoted their residency, whether they received more money
from sponsorship or spent more on marketing and promotion. The findings are
as follows.

Those projects with the stated aim on the final report form of ‘achieving a high
profile’ were no more likely than others to receive national media coverage.
So the intention of achieving a high profile for the project does not seem to
have necessarily acted as a driver for obtaining national media coverage.

There were no significant differences between the breakdown of income and
expenditure between those who received national media coverage and those
who did not. For instance, 14% of the income of those who received coverage
came from support in kind, as did 14% of the income of those who did not
receive national media coverage. The breakdown of expenditure was also
very similar for projects with and without national media coverage.
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However, the median income for a project that received national media
coverage was 25% higher than a project that did not. Median income for a
project with national media coverage was £7,954 compared to £6,378 for
projects that did not receive national media coverage. Similarly median
expenditure was 32% higher for those projects that received national media
coverage (£8,615 compared to £6,550). So there is evidence that those
projects with national media coverage received more funding per project and
spent more per project than those that did not receive national media
coverage. However, there is no evidence that those who received national
media coverage received a greater proportion of their money from sponsors or
spent a greater proportion of their money on marketing or promotion.

There was no difference in the spread of artforms between those who
received national coverage and those who did not. London Arts was most
likely (33%) and East Midlands least likely (12%) to have received national
media coverage.
Table 3: percentage of projects that received national media coverage by
region

Base Percentage
received coverage

London Arts 51 33
Southern Arts 70 29
West Midlands Arts 43 28
East England Arts 73 26
Yorkshire Arts 36 25
North West Arts 71 20
Northern Arts 54 15
South West Arts 54 13
South East Arts 72 13
East Midlands Arts 84 12
Total 608
Base:  608 completed final report forms

Those projects which received coverage and those which did not involved
similar numbers of artists.

There were no significant differences in the relative numbers of workshops
and educational activities that took place during projects with and without
national media coverage. However, there was a significantly greater number
of public presentations/exhibition days per project held by those projects
which received national media coverage compared to those which did not
receive national media coverage. In summary, it would appear that those
residencies that were more likely to receive national media coverage had a
higher median income and expenditure and held greater numbers of public
presentations (Table 4).
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Table 4: comparison of numbers of exhibition days etc for projects with
and without national media coverage

Projects
with
coverage

Average
per
project

Projects
without
coverage

Average
per
project

Number of projects 125 n/a 483 n/a
Numbers of public
presentations or exhibition
days

6566 53 9004 19

Numbers of participatory
sessions or workshops

1753 14 5905 12

Numbers of educational
activities

320  3 1174  2

Base:  608 final report forms

The qualitative interviews with those involved in running the year found that
some artists refused to be involved with the media at all because they said
they had been ‘burned’ in the past and would not risk being exposed to a
media that ridiculed them or their work. In one region this was reported to be
as high as 50% of artists and in another region approximately 25%. Other
residencies were deemed to be unsuitable for direct public promotion, for
example a residency taking place in a women’s refuge or in a psychiatric
hospital. Some artists did not want to be associated with any promotion
connected with the sponsors’ advertising.

Media residencies

Some artists worked in media residencies – 10 were nationally focused and
more were based regionally. Full details of these are in the Press pack
produced by Arts2000 for the launch of Breaking the Barriers (Press pack,
2001). Artists worked in radio and TV stations, at newspapers and magazines.
This supported the stated objective of enrolling the media as partners in, as
well as commentators on, the arts.

Media residencies were seen as having positive outcomes for artists, with
quite a number of hosts extending the residency or providing further
opportunities for artists to be involved. In some cases, there was a realisation
that a lot more groundwork needed to have been done prior to the setting up
of the residency, in particular, because of the relatively short length of time
involved.

With the regional residencies, it was noted that more support from the RAB
during the course of the residency might have ensured that less time was
spent by the artist on technical or administrative matters at the expense of the
creative element. RABs were enthusiastic about their experience of media
residencies, both for the positive opportunities for the artist and the raising of
the profile of art and artists. What was intended as a promotional tool had,
according to respondents, ended up providing some very good opportunities
for a small group of people to work within media organisations. The media
residencies were seen as being essentially no different from other residencies
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except with more potential to spread the impact. As one respondent put it,
they were hoping for ‘quiet victories’.

RAB publicity and public relations

There was considerable variation in how RABs approached publicity and PR.
At one end of the spectrum were those with well-established press
departments that were used to dealing with the national media. These RABs
were keen to promote their corporate identity in relation to YOTA, they had in
many cases put in a lot of their own (Treasury) money into the scheme and,
consequently, they were not happy when the national office of Arts2000
wanted to take over all the national promotion of YOTA.

At the other end of the spectrum were RABs that, for one reason or another,
were happy for the national office of Arts2000 to take on responsibility for
national promotion on their behalf. This may have been because they had not
accorded YOTA high priority in their overall plans, treating it much like any
other funding scheme, or it may have been because they did not have the
capacity to promote themselves nationally. For these RABs, YOTA provided
an umbrella under which they could promote a wide variety of work for the
benefit of artists and also for their own promotion.

No RAB had the capacity to promote all of the 100 or so residencies
happening in their region, so a common strategy was to run training sessions
and PR surgeries to help artists do their own promotion.

The national office of Arts2000 set up a Year of the Artist website, as did
several RABs. West Midland Arts also set up a Year of the Artist ‘Internet
salon' as part of their comprehensive Year of the Artist website. The salon
was constructed using the model of a ‘chat room’ scenario, where artists
engaged to discuss Year of the Artist issues in an informal manner (Nyachae,
2001).

Qualitative research with those involved in managing YOTA shows that
enrolling the media as partners was seen as a very ambitious objective.
Certainly it was thought that many of the media residencies had been
successful in their own right but there was no sense of a major shift in the
media’s perception, or treatment, of the arts as a result of Year of the Artist.

Most RAB groups interviewed for the qualitative research reported how
difficult it was to get the media to take art very seriously and felt that much
coverage of Year of the Artist remained at a superficial level. They felt that the
media were more comfortable if they were able to focus on the ‘artist’ or the
‘location’ or even on the ‘audience’ rather than the art. Residencies gave the
media an ample opportunity to focus on these elements. One advantage to
Year of the Artist of the media focusing on the audience, and seeing them as
ordinary members of the public, was that it made it harder for the press to use
the ‘what a waste of money’ angle. This strategy could be given further
consideration by the arts funding system in the future.
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Despite the difficulties with altering media perceptions and communicating the
‘concept’ of Year of the Artist, some RABs recorded that Year of the Artist was
nevertheless the most successful scheme they had run in terms of generating
positive PR, both regionally and nationally. This was seen in some cases as
due to the work of the national office of Arts2000 and also, in other cases, to
work done by the RABs in placing national stories to supplement the national
office of Arts2000’s work. Press Officers used Year of the Artist to get artist
stories into the press as ‘positive’ stories and they felt that the nature of the
residency locations facilitated that very well.

Year of the Artist has been a really strong catalyst for beginning to set
up strong press relationships. For us it’s been a useful tool for doing
that and putting the artist at the front of the story, because the region’s
press, in this region anyway... most of these won’t have an officer as a
dedicated writer for the arts. So there’s a lot of work to be done by us to
get them a) to put the arts in and b) to talk about it positively, rather
than just writing about the local theatre when it has not got a grant, and
I think Year of the Artist has facilitated that by the nature of the location
of the residencies.

(RAB Press Officer)

Respondents also recognised that it was much more difficult to attract national
media attention around a story than it is to get regional interest and for that
reason much of the regional promotion of YOTA was seen to be more
successful.

I honestly don't know. I think it's probably harder to hang a story
together on a national basis. You can get quite a lot of coverage
for instance with the residency programme in localities so you
get good local and regional newspaper coverage on stuff like
that. It's much harder to wind that story together into something
that sells on a national agenda.

(RAB Chief Executive)

In terms of managing marketing and promotions it was felt that there was a
lack of clarity between the Arts Council, the national office of Arts2000 and the
RABs about their roles. This led to duplication of work. Those interviewed felt
that the Arts Council could have positioned its activities more clearly in the
context of Year of the Artist during the year.

Respondents identified one of the shortcomings of the relationship between
national and regional promotional work as the failure of the national publicity
campaign to give something back to the regions, claiming instead that their
regional stories were used for the purposes of national promotion of YOTA.
One suggestion for the future was to give each region a focus, which could
then be picked up nationally and promoted at a specific time:

I think that possibly the sector and even the funding system was trying
to get it [YOTA] to solve too many problems and a one-year project is
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never going to do that… I think that what you might have done is given
each region perhaps a focus of some kind and said...we are going to
look at your region at these times during YOTA, so therefore, you’ll
need some specific outcomes to do with your region focus at this time.
There was no such guarantee nationally, so that the region could get
anything out of the project from the national structure, so you are sort
of left there running your own project, that has been established
nationally, and it isn’t actually giving back something that it should have
delivered.

(RAB group)

The view was expressed in the qualitative research that the national office of
Arts2000 was not seen to have been a success in terms of its management of
the national promotion of Year of the Artist. Interviewees expressed the belief
that the national office of Arts2000 was hampered in this work by the late
appointment of the Press Officer, a lack of clarity about their role and lack of
sufficient funds needed to run a year-long high-profile campaign. The
perceived difficulties in sustaining national media interest in a year-long
project were also reflected in experience at a regional level.

There was a view that the lack of a high media profile nationally meant it was
more difficult for the regions to keep the media motivated at a regional level.
One explanation for the apparent disparity between the figure of 21% of
projects achieving national coverage and the negative opinions surrounding
the national promotions, is that there was a high level of optimistic expectation
surrounding the potential of a national scheme for generating high-profile
publicity for the role of the artist.

One difficulty explained by the national office of Arts2000 was the perceived
lack of good images with which to promote Year of the Artist.

… we were really lacking on what I would call amazing images
to use in the front cover, because the nature of the project is
about projects happening after you start, so that was a real
problem. I did think about it, but then we just didn’t have enough
time to shoot images.

(National office of Arts2000)

Qualitative interviews with RABs and others certainly showed that there was
an acknowledgement that there had been perhaps inflated expectations in the
planning stages for what a national office of Arts2000 could achieve.
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I think there were some naïve expectations that Year of the Artist’s
branded logo would be almost as immediately recognisable as a
[famous brand’s logo]… there are millions and millions spent achieving
that brand position, it simply wasn’t going to happen. And I think that
there was perhaps an unrealistic expectation that the world at large
was going to be as interested in Year of the Artist as we were… there
was a mismatch of expectations.

(RAB Chief Executive)

The Year of the Artist logo itself was criticised by some during the qualitative
interviews. It was not seen as being as strong as the logo for the ‘Year of
Visual Arts’.

Year of the Artist branding was reportedly generally welcomed by the artists
as being helpful in terms of selling stories to the Press, but there was some
doubt among interviewees as to whether it became something well-known to
the general public. The awareness research carried out by MORI and ONS (in
consecutive years) shows no shift in public awareness of the project before
and after Year of the Artist although it should be remembered that public
awareness of the ‘brand’ name, Year of the Artist, was not an aim of YOTA.

The high numbers of audience and participant figures also show that over 14
million people were involved in Year of the Artist activities, whether they were
aware of the scheme as a whole or not. In May 2000, MORI recorded that of
the 1,802 people asked the question, ‘A programme of national and regional
Arts events called “Year of the Artist” is about to be launched at the end of this
month…please tell me how much you know about the programme,’ 85%
responded that they had “never heard of it”. When the question was repeated
in July 2001 ONS recorded that 86% of the 1,503 people asked had ‘never’
heard of Year of the Artist.

Evaluation work undertaken for Northern Arts used a different method of
assessing awareness. The research targeted members of the public who lived
near a residency, employees of organisations that hosted residencies and
other members of the public who visited the artist’s residency base. Research
done before and after a selection of 15 residencies showed that amongst
these targeted populations awareness of Year of the Artist increased and
attitudes to the role of the artist became more positive (DAN, 2002).

Sponsors

The two principal sponsors for YOTA were the Millennium Festival and Coca
Cola, the latter having been brought on board through a deal brokered by the
Arts Council with the New Millennium Experience Company (NMEC). For
reasons to do with the negative publicity surrounding the Dome and global re-
structuring within Coca Cola, the relationship with Coca Cola was very distant.
The relationship with NMEC was closer but it tailed off towards the end as the
Millennium Festival and the Dome ran into trouble. The result, from the
perspective of YOTA was that both NMEC and Coca Cola asked little of them,
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which had obvious advantages, but it also meant that YOTA did not benefit
from any high profile marketing support.

Conferences

Throughout the year conferences, seminars and events were held nationally
and regionally in order to stimulate critical debate about the role of the artist in
society and the concept of the artist in residence. Critical debate was an
important aspect of the Year of the Artist among the arts and academic
communities and this will be continued and built upon.
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6 The future

6.1 How is YOTA being taken forward?

For individual artists

An important result of Year of the Artist is that a range of artist-defined and
artist-led outcomes have been achieved and legacies have been initiated.
Northern Arts has published a leaflet detailing their plans for ‘Encore’, a
programme aimed at building on the success of Year of the Artist and
establishing a lasting legacy (Encore, 2001). The scheme aims to:

• establish a series of long-term residencies
• advocate minimum pay rates for artists
• research pension issues
• promote a charter of good practice for residency management
• create opportunities to bring artists together, for collaborations and peer

group support
• raise awareness of the contributions that artists make to communities
• lobby for positive representation of artists through the media
• find new ways of putting artists at the head of decision-making
• improve information services to artists

The programme has a budget in excess of £300,000.

Other RABs have initiated other activities:

• South West Arts and East Midlands Arts will be establishing new
Commissions Funds for individual artists – including performing artists.
Figures for one of the funds show an annual allocation of over £170,000.
West Midlands Arts has increased funding for schemes for individual
artists to £300,000 per annum.

• In response to specific requests from artists themselves, Southern Arts9

will increase the funding available to individuals through budgets
supporting professional development, training, research and the creation
of new work.

• East Midlands Arts is establishing four bursaries for artists working with
digital technology and for artists working in the area of Asian arts. Each
bursary will be £4,000 plus £500 for mentoring. The total budget is
£19,000.

                                                
9 On 1 April 2002, the English Regional Arts Boards and the Arts Council of England joined
together to create a single arts funding and development organisation. At the same time,
regional boundaries were redrawn to complement existing Government Office boundaries.
The three RABs in the south of England formed two new regional arts councils covering the
same area. Southern & South East Arts is the new regional office of the Arts Council for the
south and south east of England.
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• East Midlands Arts is setting up a new mentoring programme to develop
and support artists’ artistic practice and development. The initial
investment in year one is £20,000.

• Southern Arts has established a ‘setting-up’ scheme for young artists, with
a budget of £60,000 for three years beginning in 2001/02, giving
substantial support to artists at the beginning of their careers.

• South East Arts has agreed funding to appoint a project coordinator on a
fixed term contract to build on a number of initiatives arising from Year of
the Artist in the south east. Three particular areas will be running seminars
which address themes which arose during the year, running a training
event for artists interested in mentoring and developing a bursary
programme for mentoring between experienced and less experienced
artists.

• A research programme has been initiated by East Midlands Arts looking at
sustainable structures for supporting individual artists and ways that the
RAB can effectively work with partners to deliver this. The research will
also look at how to advocate effectively the needs of the individual artist
across the wider arts community. Initial investment for year one is £7,000.

• North West Arts has simplified its project funds for 2002/3 and is now
running two open access funding schemes as opposed to 16 in 2001/2.
The two schemes are 1) project funding for arts organisations and 2)
project funding for individuals. The establishment of the Individuals Fund
and the increase in funding is a direct result of Year of the Artist. The
allocation to the Individuals Fund stands at over £240,000 for 2002/03.

• An Individual Artists’ Task Group has been established to work across the
whole arts funding system. The group is charged with taking forward
policies relating to individual practitioners across all art forms, and has
strong regional representation. It is currently working on a national
framework for supporting individual artists, to be adopted by April 2003
(Drake, 2001).

• International Artists’ Fellowships have been established by the Arts
Council. These awards are available to hosts or artists to develop,
research and experiment with particular lines of artistic enquiry in an
overseas setting. The fellowships are currently being piloted, with
placements in Banff, Canada and Cittadellarte in Italy. The programme will
be fully launched in 2002.

Building on partnerships

A number of projects developing work in community settings found that they
benefited by being able to identify key individuals already within organisations.
South East Arts, Northern Arts, West Midlands Arts and Southern Arts have
all stated their intention to build on their work in brokering partnerships in the
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future. Southern Arts is planning to set up an independent agency to broker
their partnerships and residencies. The agency will also offer support and
services in, for example, training and business development. This will be
funded with £215,000 over the first two years. The evaluation report for SWA
identified private sector partnerships as potentially one of the most important
legacies of YOTA if existing work is developed.

West Midland Arts commented that brokering partnerships is, ‘crucial for
artists coming into a community. Unless there is a “broker”, who is able and
willing to act as a link up with the local community, contact can be extremely
difficult if not impossible, particularly when seeking to access minority ethnic
communities in the region’ (Zahir, 2001).

As a result of the YOTA residencies, London Arts is looking at moving the
idea of residency as a way of working into the craft and design arena. Other
RABs have expressed an interest in this idea.

As part of their New Partners scheme, Arts & Business has provided awards
to some Year of the Artist projects to enable them to continue working in
residence in businesses.

Several RABs have worked with universities on evaluation and development
of Year of the Artist and this academic collaboration will continue.

Involving artists in the decision-making process

Experience of involving artists in the planning and implementation of YOTA
has broadly been a positive one. The advice of the Artists’ Think Tank and
RAAGs was greatly valued and discussion about the role of similar groups in
the future is taking place in several RABs. For example, following the valuable
input of the RAAG on the management of the YOTA programme, Southern
Arts will set up a similar group of practising artists from the region who will
meet twice yearly to advise on policy and procedures.

The artist-led evaluation of the application process commissioned by Northern
Arts will be used when planning future schemes.

Economic status of artists

At the launch of Breaking the Barriers and culmination of Year of the Artist,
Gerry Robinson, Chairman of the Arts Council, announced that the Arts
Council ‘was looking at new ways to help artists finance their studios and
workshops and also at their tax and benefits situation’ (Thorncroft, 2001).

Following YOTA’s stated objective of improving the economic status of artists
and the scheme’s establishment of a daily rate for artists, the Arts Council
Research Department has worked with the Visual Arts Department to
commission research to gather data on the characteristics of artists’ labour
markets with respect to the employment status, working patterns, earnings
and the engagement of individual artists with the tax and benefits system.
There also a review of the tax and benefits status of artists in six countries.
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This research will be used to inform the debate about the economic status of
artists.

Several RABs have stated their interest in the outcome of this work and will
use it to guide their own work on artists’ employment rights.

The guidelines on rates of pay for artists developed for Year of the Artist are
seen as very helpful by artists and are being used in future negotiations.
Several RABs are negotiating for a minimum wage for artists to be adopted on
their funded projects. For example, East Midlands Arts has developed
minimum pay guidelines for the financial year 2002/03, developed from those
successfully used by EMA during YOTA in 2000/01. EMA artists’ pay
guidelines are variable rates determined by:

• how experienced the artist is
• how long the project lasts

Full details can be found in Appendix 2.

Research and development

The Research and Development grants awarded by Yorkshire Arts was one of
the few times a scheme had paid artists to work on research and development
without the expectation of a product at the end of it. The success of this
scheme was such that Yorkshire Arts has integrated Research and
Development awards into its mainstream Development Programmes. These
programmes have also been restructured to provide more opportunities for
artists. The grants will enable artists to extend boundaries, explore different
art forms and experiment with different materials. The project will track the
impact of the awards over periods lasting up to five years and facilitate regular
meetings of artists at various stages of research and development. In addition,
Yorkshire Arts is considering allowing applications for Making and Showing
funds to include a certain budget for researching the project.

The archive

The Year of the Artist archive is lodged at the University of Northumbria,
where artists and researchers can access it, alongside the ERAB archive and
an archive of the Arts 2000 series.

Publications

A review of Year of the Artist entitled Breaking the Barriers has been
published by Arts2000. It depicts the year in a selection of photographs, some
of which were taken by photographers in residence commissioned by some of
the RABs. It provides a brief record of what took place in every residency, as
well as documenting statements about each project from the artist and host.

South West Arts has published a book entitled 365 to document the
experience of Year of the Artist in their region (Butler, 2001).
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The Arts Council and Arts2000 have jointly commissioned a book which will
be published in 2002 by Serpent’s Tail Press. The book will focus on the lives,
needs and careers of individual artists working across various disciplinary and
subsidised/commercial boundaries.
The Year of the Artist website of West Midlands Arts –
www.wmarts.org.uk/YOTA - designed by an artist-led design agency, Emote
will continue to be updated with news and opportunities for artists.

The YOTA website commissioned by the national office of Arts2000 has been
transferred to CD-ROM and deposited in the YOTA archive and each RAB
library.

According to a South West Arts report it became evident during YOTA that
new technology had been a useful tool for disseminating information about
projects, which was part of the ethos of the award. Continuing the YOTA
website was thought to create excellent opportunities for adding information
about resources, skills sharing and archiving. The report argued that systems
such as this could benefit more than institutions from funding and that the
continuation and growth of the website, along with forward planning and
thinking, could be a living and dynamic outcome of YOTA (Milner, 2001).

General legacies

More generally Year of the Artist has resulted in more money being distributed
to individual artists, and this is something that those involved were keen to
see continue.

The relationship between individual artists and the RABs has improved;
interviewees felt that individuals will be lobbying to increase staffing resources
to continue the increased level of support for artists.

Critical debate around the role of the artist in society and the nature of
residency has been stimulated through YOTA, especially through the
seminars and events held. This will be built upon, with RABs intending to
continue facilitating debates.

Finally, and very importantly, artistic work has been set in train that will
develop in the future. For example, West Midlands Arts has sustained a long-
term legacy, emerging from YOTA, by developing a model of good practice for
the employment of refugee artists in the UK. A further project helped the fire
service to explore issues such as racism using drama. This approach is now
being considered for use within the fire service nationwide.
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7 Building on existing and successful models of residency

The Collaborative Arts Unit based in the national office of the Arts Council is
currently working on a follow-up programme to Year of the Artist, which
includes:

• investigating ways in which artists are working within business contexts
• dissemination of good practice and development of standards
• other related activity, including the establishment of a joint fellowship

scheme in 2002/03 with the Arts and Humanities Research Board for
artists working in science and technology research contexts

In preparation for Year of the Artist, the Arts2000 national office
commissioned a standard contract to be signed by both host and artist, which
was made available to each RAB as well as being posted on the Year of the
Artist website. Eastern Arts stated that continued use of the contract would be
encouraged in the future to limit disputes and establish the contractual basis
of any residencies.

One regional evaluation pointed out the need for clarity with regards to
ownership of the project outputs, particularly regarding copyright.

Training for artists and hosts was identified by RABs as an important part of
encouraging successful future residencies. Training sessions are being
planned and have already taken place in at least one regional office.
Guidelines and leaflets offering advice are also in development.

The report from the seminar programme on the topic of residency conducted
by the University of Northumbria and funded by Northern Arts stated ‘artists
are not taught how to deal with people and take on a social role’ (Stephens,
2001). It was also felt that ‘some hosts need training in how to deal with and
support an artist in residence.’ A further essay in the same report,
summarising the conclusions of three national seminars identified that ‘training
in perhaps time- and self-management could also help but many artists may
resent having to do such training’ (Stephens, 2001).

The seminar programme also identified some broad themes for development.
They are that:

• a well-planned residency needs enough time to build momentum into the
group so the work can continue after the artists leave

• exit strategies are vital and should be planned from the start
• models of ‘what takes place’ should be available for artists new to

residencies
• there is a need to disseminate examples of good practice and to think

about the support structures necessary to secure long-term benefits
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The four propositions suggested by the programme are that:

• young practitioners should have early chances to do ‘taster’ residencies
• residencies should be balanced with fellowships for reflection on individual

practice
• practitioners with good track records in residency should help to train

others
• the language of residency is dominated by the visual arts experience and

needs to be broadened

These themes also occurred in some of the other RABs’ evaluation work and
the qualitative interviews.

A document evaluating a YOTA symposium by South West Arts identified
artists’ desire for autonomy in residency settings (Milner 2001).

A desire for autonomy – operating as an individual and not attached to
an institution, organisation or constituted body – coupled with the
desire for having ‘blue skies’ ‘dreamtime’ or research and development
space, often conflicts with the need to respond to paid opportunities.

This is a difficult tension to resolve and artists felt that there should be suitable
acknowledgement of research and development time and the negotiating
aspects of work that would be reflected in the funding of projects (Milner,
2001). This in turn would require an acknowledgement by funders and clients
that projects be process-focussed rather than outcome-focused.

Good models of residency identified by respondents included:

• a positive relationship with the host
• positive outcomes for the host (for example, improved staff morale,

increased productivity)
• involvement of families and the community
• opportunities for the artist to have extended his or her creative practice
• some educational benefit
• a legacy of a new partner for the arts
• increased access for the public to a particular art form

Residencies were less successful when:

• the artist was inexperienced in running residencies
• the artist did not recognise the importance of planning
• good communications with the host were not established
• the artist was reluctant to make his or her marketing strategy explicit
• a residency was not able to achieve its objectives because a critical

person left their job during or just before the beginning of the residency

Increased support and training for artists in running a residency would enable
many of these problems to be avoided, as would clearer information about
what was expected from hosts. Early agreement about the nature and extent
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of the residency between artist and host avoids uncertainty. Many projects in
Year of the Artist used the standard contract devised for YOTA.

Suggestions for further development from the residency seminar programme
were that:

• models of ‘what takes place’ should be available for artists new to
residencies

• examples of good practice should be disseminated
• support structures are necessary for long-term benefits from residencies

In some cases, media residencies found that too much time was spent on
technical or administrative matters at the expense of the creative element.
Media residencies need more support and more groundwork before starting
the residency because of the short lengths of time involved.
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8 Conclusions

This report has attempted, through drawing together many sources of
evaluation information, to convey a sense of the ‘work that excites and
inspires’ (Breaking the Barriers, 2001) that took place during the year and the
direct effect on those involved – artists, participants, audiences and arts
administrators. The regional evaluation work that underpins this document
also makes clear that the legacy of the Year of the Artist is continuing to build
within the arts funding system.

A key aim of Year of the Artist – achieving 1,000 artists in 1,000 places – was
surpassed, with the final report forms identifying 2,397 artists working in 1,500
places (number of places identified by Press pack, 2001).

However, it is difficult to get the measure of what has changed in wider society
as a result of the year. This due in part to the fact that no baseline research
was done prior to the year. In the absence of baseline data it is impossible to
make comparisons before and after the year. Measuring changes such as an
increase in awareness of the positive role of the artist (and thereby deciding if
the objective has been met) is not possible, and most regional evaluations did
not attempt this task.10

The second limitation on this evaluation document is that measures of
success were not decided by those involved in running the year. Evaluation
practice generally assesses the overall success of an initiative in achieving its
objectives by whether agreed (and generally predetermined) measures of
success have been met. Measures of success can be defined as: ‘how you
know if an objective is achieved’, as distinct from objectives, which show ‘the
specific things partners want to achieve as a result of the project’ (Woolf,
1999).

In the absence of concrete measures of success for each objective it is only
possible to list the achievements of Year of the Artist – as recorded in regional
evaluations, the final report forms or other sources of data – against the
relevant objectives. This document can only record in the broadest terms the
extent to which the objectives were, or were not, successfully achieved.

8.1 Success against objectives

Evaluation identified a common view that Year of the Artist would have
benefited from more tightly defined objectives. It would also have been useful,
from an evaluative point of view, to have defined measures of success for all
elements of the project. Artists were asked to evaluate the success of their
residency against a series of measures on the final report form and it would
have been useful if this rigour had also been applied to the overall project
objectives.

                                                
10 Northern Arts’ evaluation measured attitudes of a targeted population before and after
specific YOTA residencies.
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Those involved in the evaluative process have also found it important to
recognise that there were different objectives and aspirations to take on board
– those of artists, hosts, RABs, national organisations – in addition to the
overall objectives of YOTA.

Year of the Artist had seven overall objectives, discussed below:

Objective 1: To deliver a national promotional vehicle demonstrating the
contribution of artists to the creativity and well being of communities

The national office of Arts2000 and RABs worked together to deliver key
national publicity for YOTA; 21% of the final report forms analysed show some
form of national coverage for their residencies. The RABs welcomed the
opportunity of a national scheme to publicise their residencies regionally and
nationally, and some RABs record Year of the Artist as their most successful
scheme for generating publicity to date.

The verdict from those interviewed for the qualitative research was that Year
of the Artist was a ‘nationwide’ vehicle, but did not really achieve ‘national’
status in the sense of there being any discernible national impact on the
perceptions of the general public. The view was also expressed that the
national promotion of Year of the Artist was not as strong as had been hoped,
and that the national office of Arts2000 found it easier to play to the media’s
view of art and artists as ‘weird and wacky’.

The seminars and conferences held during the year were seen as important in
terms of critical debate on the role of artists but it was not thought that they
had any impact outside the art world or the academic world of those who were
participating in them.

There was an impact on communities ‘nationwide’ through the residency
programme. Some felt that there had been a rediscovery of community arts.
There was a strong view that Year of the Artist had made an impact on local
communities and that at a micro, rather than macro level, perceptions had
been changed. Those interviewed told countless stories of people – working
communities and their families – really engaging with a process or with an
extraordinary work of art in an unusual place, engaging with artists and
admitting that their views really had changed as a result of what they had
experienced.

On the other hand, there was a view that the residency model was not
necessarily the vehicle that would allow a radical reappraisal of the role of the
artist in society because many of the residencies were community arts
projects rather than artists’ projects happening in communities.

Evaluation carried out for Northern Arts concluded that at a regional level the
Year of the Artist achieved its underlying objectives but that there was ‘a
limited sense of the… “connectedness” to a larger and over-arching national
initiative…’ The report concludes, ‘consequently our evaluation has identified
little or no hard evidence to suggest that the outcomes of the year have
combined in a cumulative way to deliver broad outcomes and on a regional
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basis, let alone as part of a national initiative’ (DAN, 2002). This perceived
disconnection between the regional and national elements of the scheme may
have limited Year of the Artist in achieving many of its nationally-focused
objectives.

Objective 2: To increase public awareness of the positive role played by
the artist in society

When asked about this objective, respondents interviewed for the qualitative
research again made a distinction between what was achieved in a local
context and what was achieved nationally. They also prefaced their comments
by pointing out the difficulty of making a judgement on this objective without
the benefit of baseline research.

As already noted, respondents expressed their disappointment that the
predominant image of art portrayed in the media was flippant, although some
felt that YOTA had raised the profile of the artist. There was disappointment
that there had been no high-level debate in the media about the position of
artists and art in society, although some national newspapers carried articles.

Several respondents made comparisons with the Year of Visual Arts in the
North which, they believed, had increased public awareness of the positive
role of the artists. Respondents from Northern Arts felt they used YOTA to
build on these gains.

RAB evaluations and the artists’ final report forms recorded both high
numbers of viewers and participants and widespread enthusiasm for working
with artists in the community. Those interviewed for the qualitative research
felt that this interaction between artists and audiences might prove to be the
strength of Year of the Artist. A view was expressed that YOTA was a
beginning and that the power of word of mouth should not be underestimated.
Respondents spoke of the deep impact that individual projects have had on
small communities and their families, and that the effects of this may take
some time to be appreciated:

more a genuine and honest relationship in the good old fashioned
sense, of interrupting people’s lives for a second and giving them
something to talk about at the water cooler…

(RAB group)

Northern Arts evaluation also identified that attitudes towards the arts and
artists were more positive if a respondent had made personal contact with the
artist or had participated in the work than if a respondent had merely seen the
artist’s work or watched them working. The report concludes (DAN, 2002):

It seems that this personal contact/participation has especially
increased understanding of the ideas communicated by the artist and
generated more enthusiasm for these ideas being expressed.
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Objective 3: To introduce the arts and artists to new sectors, partners
and locations

The final report forms completed by artists showed that they had worked in a
very wide range of locations, including the business sector, schools and old
people’s homes. Evaluations record the positive experiences of both artist and
host in working together across different sectors. The sheer variety of
locations meant that art was brought both to the public and to more enclosed
communities. Bringing so many different kinds of audiences into contact with
art and artists was seen very positively by interviewees.

The view was expressed in the qualitative interviews that many residencies
were not always about increasing potential audiences but about finding new
ways of working with audiences and thinking about audiences differently:

…they’ve tested a new way of how to work with audiences. We had
quite a lot of residencies where the engagement was an artist talking to
people… then going away to create some work on the experiences.

(RAB groups)

Some felt that Year of the Artist had taken community practice much further
than they thought it could go in bringing people’s engagement with art to a
different level. A number of respondents singled out dance as having made
this sort of impact. For dancers and other performing artists in particular, Year
of the Artist had given them the types of opportunities as individuals, rather
than as members of a company, which are more normally available to visual
artists.

There was also a new partnership brokered in the overall management of the
scheme – the first time all 10 RABs had worked together on a national
scheme.

Both RABs and the national office of Arts2000 sought new partnerships and
the RABs were keen to continue this proactive role. As already noted at
section 6.1, evaluation for South West Arts identified private sector
partnerships as potentially one of the most important legacies of YOTA.
Respondents reported that those RABs who allocated extra money to
commission projects from new partnerships seemed to have benefited the
most. These projects were often longer and had more funding than the
average YOTA project; the work that went into nurturing them tended to lead
to longer-term benefits. There were many cases of artists being offered further
work by their host organisation.

Objective 4: To enrol the media as partners as well as commentators

Mixed views about whether this objective was achieved were expressed in the
qualitative interviews. In addition to consultative meetings with journalists, a
key mechanism for achieving this objective was placing artists in media
organisations. Feedback received by Arts2000 from the hosts of three of the
10 national residencies was positive. However, those interviewed for the
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qualitative research did not feel that there had been any major shift in the
media’s attitude towards art. There was also some criticism of the apparent
lack of joined-up thinking around media residencies and how they could
collectively help turn the media into partners in, rather than just commentators
on, the arts.

Some individual media residencies seem, however, to have been a great
success. Typically, there would be one key person in the media organisation
championing the idea of having an artist, and then gradually drawing others in.
RAB groups emphasised the importance of creating and maintaining good
contacts with the media because it was through these contacts that
breakthroughs could be made.

Respondents suggested that the Year of the Artist needed a route into the
national press to be able to foster debate, and a strategy whereby media
residencies, especially national ones, could be used as part of the campaign
to further the cause of the artist and the artist’s contribution to society.

Objective 5: To deliver lasting opportunities for artists creatively,
structurally and financially

Respondents interviewed for the qualitative research were not, on the whole,
convinced that lasting opportunities have yet been created. The view was
expressed that Year of the Artist was a beginning and that much depended on
how its legacy was taken forward. Very positively, evaluations carried out by
the regional offices show that they are beginning to structure their funding and
policies to make more opportunities available to individual artists. Section 6 of
this report details the developments resulting from Year of the Artist.

Creatively:

There was overall agreement from respondents that YOTA had opened up a
lot of doors for the participating artists and given them the confidence and the
experience to think about working in different ways and in different
environments. That so many of the projects were artist-led was seen as
important – artists often have to respond to the briefs of others. Many felt that
there was a huge diversity of creative practice, with artists working in different
contexts and collaboratively across art forms, and that more could have been
made of this cross-fertilisation in terms of lobbying and awareness-raising.

Structurally:

YOTA made it possible for the first time for individual artists to apply for lottery
funding. New initiatives are being put in place by some regional offices to
carry forward the residency programme, while other regional offices will target
the partnership aspect of Year of the Artist. Respondents believed that
individual artists have:

• acquired project management and negotiation skills
• learned how much time is required for planning
• gained experience of setting up and publicising their work
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• gained practice at managing a budget
• learned how to approach their work in a professional manner
• learned how to communicate in an accessible way to the public

Many Regional Offices organised skills-training in PR and media management
both for YOTA artists and for those who failed to win an award.

Financially:

YOTA benefited artists financially in two ways: first, individual artists were
funded directly from lottery money and second, a minimum rate of pay was
set. Artist representatives were less confident than arts officers about whether
these were real and lasting benefits. Arts officers in general thought that this
was a very important step forward and some are building agreements into
their funding policies to ensure that a minimum rate of pay is adhered to in
projects that they support. Artist respondents identified problems with the
policy of implementing the fees for artists; for example, they asked that
thought be given to paying artists to sit on arts funding system committees.

Objective 6: To extend opportunities for artists to experiment and
replenish their creative energy

The final report forms showed that the majority of artists considered they had
gained new skills or developed their artistic ability in some way. Comments
recorded on the forms show that working in a new environment was inspiring,
as was the involvement of new participants in their work. YOTA led to an
enormous amount of individual and collaborative creativity and gave
opportunities to artists (particularly performing artists) which otherwise would
not have been available. Despite this, respondents interviewed for the
qualitative research had mixed views about whether this objective had been
achieved. Some felt that the formulaic constraints of the residency model and
the short length of most residencies prevented artists from replenishing their
creative energy.

Objective 7: To help expand the arts economy and support attempts to
create new opportunities for employing artists, including campaigns to
improve the economic status of the arts and artists

Year of the Artist was successful in bringing in outside funding, and ongoing
funding from schemes such as Arts & Business ‘New Partners’ will continue to
enable more art and artists working in residency. Campaigns to improve the
economic status of artists will be supported by Arts Council research into
artists’ employment practice.

The qualitative research identified two different viewpoints. Some respondents
felt that Year of the Artist had only been about individual successes and was a
lost opportunity in terms of the repositioning of arts within the broader
economic framework. Other interviewees believed that YOTA had not only
created many employment opportunities for individual artists but that it had
also kick-started some coming together of artists for campaigning purposes.
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There were many examples given of residencies being extended, where the
partnership organisations had been won over to the advantages of
collaborating with artists. There were examples of artists finding that a new
way of working was beneficial to them, and pursuing other opportunities
armed with the confidence and know-how to approach an organisation with an
idea. Other artists placed by RAB officers have gone on to do further paid
work for their host organisation. These were seen as real economic
opportunities for those individuals.

Some regional offices have started to put in place policies and programmes
that will help to carry on the legacy of Year of the Artist, for example, by
making more money available to support individual artists and setting up
mechanisms to support the brokering of partnerships between arts and
business.

The success of the Regional Artists Advisory Groups (RAAGs) was seen as a
legacy of Year of the Artist and some regional offices are planning to continue
using advisory groups of artists. The Artists’ Think Tank was seen by some as
one of the most strategic results of YOTA. The view was that it should
continue in some form but that it must have ‘the ear of the Minister’. Some
artists’ groups have come together as a result of YOTA, for example, ALIAS
(Artist-Led Initiatives Advisory Service for Artists).

8.2 YOTA Legacy

There are three aspects to the legacy of YOTA perceived by respondents in
the qualitative interviews:

• immediate results of the residency programme, such as employment
opportunities, new partnerships opportunities, artists gaining in confidence
and project management skills, closer relationships between artists and
Regional Offices, increased funding for individual artists and new
programmes and policy initiatives put in place by regional offices as a
direct result of YOTA

• results of strategic objectives such as RAB policies about minimum pay
for artists, ongoing role for RAAGs, springboard for lobbying groups to
push forward the possibility of the Artists’ Think Tank continuing in some
form

• raising the profile and status of the arts and the artist in society. This
happened at a micro level rather than macro but it is seen as a beginning

8.3. Some lessons learned

Individual artists

The keystone of the legacy of YOTA was seen to be the individual artist
becoming more integral to the policy drive of the arts funding system.
Including artists in planning Year of the Artist and the application process was
seen as very positive and something to repeat in the future. The extent of their
influence on decision-making could have been clearer. Coordinators very
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positive about the fact they were able to devote a lot of time to working on
behalf of individual artists.

Expectations could have been managed better. They were raised through
initial publicity for the scheme and later there was an expectation of
continuation after Year of the Artist. Exit strategies for residencies and for
YOTA itself should have been decided early on.

Some artists found the application form difficult to fill in and many were
affected by delays to the application process.

The criteria by which applications were judged were deliberately left open-
ended, however, some felt they were ‘woolly’. Care should be taken that
application criteria make clear to artists and administrators what is expected. If
positive discrimination is used to ensure a spread of projects, this process
should be made clear to artists and should be seen to be open.

Despite a daily rate of £150 being recommended, some artists who
experienced financial difficulties subsidised their projects by taking a cut in
fees. Financial management training and support from project managers
might have enabled artists to avoid such difficulties.

The programme

The concepts

• The term ‘artist’ was felt by some to exclude art form professionals such as
actors or writers.

• Confusion was caused with the media and the public by the ‘Year’ not
being a calendar year.

• The residency model was not seen as the best option for the long-term
objective of raising the profile of artists at a national level.

Planning

• Projects need a lot of time for planning and staff should have been
appointed very early on. IT systems and other support should be in place
as early as possible.

• YOTA should have had fewer, more manageable objectives. Benchmarks
should be in place against which achievements can be measured.

• To ensure ongoing critical debate it is vital to establish a structure for this
from the beginning.

• The evaluation process should have started as early as possible. Agreeing
shared aims and methodology for the evaluation enabled useful
comparisons to be made regionally and nationally.
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• The legacy should also be planned from the beginning of a project, and it
is important to allow an adequate budget and resources. The Year should
be regarded as the starting point of the process.

• ‘Years of’ need to be well resourced as they are lengthy initiatives.

Management

• It is vital to be clear from the earliest stages about the management
structure, the demarcation of roles and responsibilities and what kinds of
decisions can be made at which parts of the overall management
structure. There should be clear lines of reporting, accountability and
delegation.

• One suggestion for managing the project was ‘to ensure ownership of the
project rests with one small group or appoint a Creative Director to pull
everything together’.

• The experience of Year of the Artist was that those regions most involved
in the initial discussions were the most committed later on. Therefore,
achieving early buy-in to the project’s aims from all those expected to
implement it would have been beneficial.

Publicity

• It is difficult to sustain media interest in a year-long project.

• One advantage of Year of the Artist was that the media focused on the
audience, who were ordinary members of the public. This made it harder
for the press to use the ‘what a waste of money’ angle.

• It is difficult to raise general public awareness of an issue unless there is a
huge marketing budget.
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9 Recommendations

The following points have been identified from a range of sources including
the qualitative research commissioned by Arts2000 and the Arts Council and
those RAB evaluation documents that made recommendations. They have
been clustered under a number of broad headings.

Application systems

• Alternative application processes and formats, such as visual or audio
applications, ‘live’ applications etc should be permitted

• The funding system should be aware of the demands that the application
process makes on individual artists and new organisations and should
provide more support throughout the application process and improve
clarity of application forms

• If positive discrimination is carried out, better and more open information
should be available to artists to explain why

Artists’ representation within the arts funding system

• Teams and task groups should be developed to improve artist
representation within the arts funding system. Artists should be allowed a
role in advocacy work and involvement in management decisions

• The issue of paying artists for participating in evaluation and advisory work
needs to be resolved

Improve funding for individual artists

• Consider how a single, integrated fund for artists’ professional
development can be created which provides artists with simple, clear
routes to financial support

• An artists’ ideas fund could be established – this should be very open and
accessible, including research and development. Increasing funding for
research and development is very important to artists, as advocated by
Yorkshire Arts

• There should be a clear policy on rates of pay for artists

• A high proportion of funds should go to individuals new to the funding
system

• There should be an allowance for cross-art form practice in the way funds
are structured

• Funding should recognise the context in which an artist will be working –
community-based projects often need more time than (say) school-based
workshops
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• Enable artists to initiate international projects

Refocus arts funding system for individual artists

• The issue of officer support for individual artists should be examined and
new Individual Arts posts created

• All regional office staff should be accessible to individual artists and their
individual roles should be clear

• The arts funding system should hold open days for artists

• There should be a nationwide artists’ information and advice centre, with a
clear ‘route map’ for people looking for support

• The services that the arts marketing agencies can offer individual artists
should be clarified for artists

Support for new artists in residency

• Artists who are new to residency work need training support to help them
plan, administer and manage projects successfully

Improving public communications

• Retain and extend the use of the YOTA brand and associated website

• An ‘Open to Artists’ mark would give recognition to new hosts and could be
used to enhance promotional potential

• Structure publicity in such a way that it focuses on the audience as
‘ordinary members of the public’ – this prevents the media from using the
‘what a waste of money’ angle

• Unless there is a huge marketing budget, it is more effective to raise
awareness by targeting specific audience segments with focused
marketing

Future programmes

• Ensure the name of the programme accurately reflects the target audience
and the objectives

• Set clear and manageable objectives and measures of success and
undertake benchmarking, if necessary, before the programme begins

• Improve the sense of connectedness and contact between the various
elements of any subsequent programme

• Ensure the mechanism for achieving the programme aim is appropriate
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• Allow lots of planning time and appoint staff early on

• Use a more continuous model of development support than residencies to
improve the position of artists

• Lessen the administrative burden on artists

• Press releases of funded projects should provide media-friendly
information about artists. A regular ‘artists in the region’ series of press
releases could maintain and develop positive coverage of artists and the
regional offices

• Exit strategies should be created early on for both the delivery mechanism
of the programme and the programme itself

New partnerships

• Regional offices should develop the range of host organisations

• One regional office suggested that the regions should work with Arts &
Business to promote successful examples to businesses and encourage
residencies
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Appendix 1 – examples of successful residencies

Successful residencies identified in the qualitative research are given below.

Visual artist working in an engineering factory. Staff morale and productivity
have been boosted and the Managing Director of company is now on the Arts
and Business panel of the RAB. The residency worked well in the community
because families of the workers became involved.

Performing artist did workshops with a specialist music school, then went
into ordinary primary schools and got children from the specialist school to
mentor children from the primary school, teaching them how to work in
education as well as being musicians. A legacy will be included in their future
syllabus.

Sculptor (in hair salon), very young artist, was excellent at promoting her
work and interacting with the clients, kept the YOTA coordinator fully informed
about the project throughout and asked for advice at every stage, made more
contacts and got further work for herself. Brilliant project management and
she learned a lot from doing it.

Sculptor in National Trust property got sponsors on board, funding from Arts
& Business as a result, got excellent press coverage and her sculptures went
on a national tour. Her practice has been moved forward and is now getting
greater awards.

Visual artist (prints and projections) at an NHS centre working with pre- and
post-natal women, projecting images of pregnancy and motherhood.
Midwives, health visitors and a local authority officer were all involved. The
work was shown at an art centre that had not shown that type of work before
and the artist struck up a relationship with the Local Authority, with whom she
had not worked before.

Digital artist working in partnership with English Heritage made digital art
photographs of landscape and wildlife around Cleve Abbey. The artist spent a
lot of time there, made herself available to the public and for workshops and
produced a magnificent permanent piece of work at the end. Very well
received by the public.

Glass artist, whose original project in Salisbury Cathedral fell through, met by
chance someone who worked for a company specialising in making precise
scientific instruments out of glass. She ended up working there for her
residency because she was able to help them solve a problem they had. They
have now given her studio space free of charge, are paying her £10,000 and
she can create her own pieces and use a lot of their waste glass. She
interacts with the workforce there. She is learning from them and they are
learning from her.
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Appendix 2 – rates of pay for artists used by East Midlands
Arts

EMA’s rates of pay for research or administration - these rates apply to
artists preparing or planning a project

Professional experience Up to 20 working days 20+ working days
Less than 2 years £65/day £290/week (14k pro rata)
Two to four years £80/day £333/week (16k pro rata)
More than four years £100/day £375/week (18k pro rata)

Rates of pay for artistic work – these rates apply to artists actually carrying
out the project

Professional experience Up to 20 working days 20+ working days
Less than 2 years £80/day £333/week (16k pro rata)
Two to four years £110/day £375/week (18k pro rata)
More than four years £150/day £416/week (20k pro rata)
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Appendix 3 - interview schedules used by the Arts Council
research department

Interview schedule for YOTA coordinators – December 2000

Professional and artistic background

1. Are you an: 
• artist
• arts administrator
• both
• other?

Do you have any similar previous experience?

Employment situation

2. Were you:
• specifically appointed to the YOTA post or
• already working for the RAB?
• other (please specify)

3. Were you appointed:
• before the Year began
• at the beginning of the Year or
• after the start of the Year?

If after: Did this cause any problems?

4. Are you the only person to have held the post, or has there been a change
of personnel?

If there has been a change of personnel: Has this caused any
difficulties?
If Yes, what kind of difficulties?

5. Are you employed by the RAB:
• full-time as a YOTA coordinator
• part-time as a YOTA coordinator
• partly on YOTA duties, partly on other duties?

If part-time: How many days a week are you employed?
If partly on YOTA, partly on other duties: What other duties are they?

Probe: how do you prioritise your work? How much time can you spend on
it?

6. Do you have a budget for YOTA?

If Yes: Who makes the decisions on the budget? (ie: Officer or management
team?)
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 Do you have access to other budgets for Year of the Artist activities?
• training
• communications
• Go and See awards?

7. Do you have any administrative or other support?

YOTA portfolio
8. Could you briefly describe the portfolio of YOTA residencies in your region.

• artform
• how many awards went to artists and how many to hosts
• whether they are single artists or groups

9. How were the residencies selected?
• Who was involved?
• Who made the final decision?

10. Were you involved in the process of selecting residencies?

If no, has this caused any problems? Of what kind?

11. What are your aims for YOTA?
• Personal – (ie: career development, artistic/administrative skills

development?)
• For the artists
• For the year

12. How are you trying to provide a legacy? Regionally, nationally.

• What exit strategies are you planning?
• Do you plan to keep working with the artist in RALP2 [regional arts

lottery programme]?
• Are you trying to find funding or sponsorship for artists once the year

has ended?
• Will any of the residencies result in pieces of work which will be

available in the region?

Interaction with the artists

13. How much contact do you have with the artists in residencies?
Probe: frequency, nature of contact, kinds of support given

If no contact with artists:  how much contact do you have with the hosts
or organisers?

14. What other kinds of work do you do for YOTA (as well as work with the
artists)?:
Eg: publicity, roadshows etc
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Networking

15. How is the YOTA work, and your role particularly, integrated into the work
of the RAB?

16. How much contact do you have with other YOTA coordinators?
Probe: type and frequency of contact

17. How much contact do you have with the national office of Arts2000?
Probe: type and frequency of contact

18. How much contact do you have with your Regional Artists Advisory
Group?
Probe: type and frequency of contact

19. Do you think the RAAG has been a useful group? Why?
What problems, if any, has it created?

General

20. What are your views on ‘Years of’?
Probe: strengths, limitations

21. Are they a good way to:
• support new artists
• encourage new audiences
• involve new sectors?

Finally, what advice would you give to someone starting out on a similar
venture?
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Interview with Chief Executive of Arts2000 national office – May 2001

Definitions and Structure

1. Please briefly describe the role of national office of Arts2000 and Arts2000
itself. Has this changed or developed over the Year?

2. When was national office of Arts2000 set up?

3. How does it fit with Arts2000? Working relationship? Interface?

Working practice

4. When were you appointed? – was this: about right or not?

5. What does your role involve?

6. Can you please confirm your job title and who you are employed by?

7. Are you employed full-time? Wholly on YOTA activities?

8. When does your contract end? – is this: about right or not?

9. Do you have a team working with you? Do you have any administrative
support? Please give details.

10. Please give details of your budget:
• amount?
• budget headings?

11. Where has the money come from?

12. Who takes decisions on your budget?

13. How much contact do you have with the YOTA coordinators?
How would you characterise that contact?

14. How much contact do you have with YOTA artists?
How would you characterise that contact?

15. How much contact do you have with the Arts Council of England?
How would you characterise that contact?

YOTA Aims

16.  What are your aims for YOTA?
• Personal
• For artists
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• For the year

YOTA Legacy

17. How are you planning for the YOTA legacy?

18. How will the national office of Arts2000/Arts2000 build on the lessons of
YOTA after the year is over?
• National office of Arts2000
• Arts2000

19. What do you feel are the strengths of the model of the national office of
Arts2000 and Arts2000 itself?

20. And what do you feel are the weaknesses?

View of Years of…

21. What are your views on Years of…?
Strengths, limitations

22. Are they a good way to?
• Support new artists
• Encourage new audiences
• Involve new sectors

23. Finally, what lessons would you say you have learnt from YOTA?
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Appendix 4 – topic guides used in the qualitative research

ARTS COUNCIL STAFF – depth interview

Topic Guide

YEAR OF THE ARTIST ran from June 2000 to end May 2001. It was the
culmination of Arts 2000 ten year programme of ‘Years of…’ (which had promoted a
different art form each year in a different region). The idea was to promote 1000
artists/art projects in 1000 locations across England, supported by conferences,
seminars, events, education projects and national promotional projects throughout
the year. It was coordinated by the Regional Arts Boards (RABs) supported by
regional artists advisory groups (RAAGs) and in partnership with the Arts Council of
England (ACE) and the Millennium Festival. Apart from ACE and the RABs, which
provided core funding, the two principal sponsors were the New Millennium
Experience Company (NMEC) and Coca Cola. A national office was set up in
Sheffield, with the job of leading and coordinating the year at a national level,
through a new charity called Arts 2000.

The seven objectives of YEAR OF THE ARTIST were:

1. To deliver a national promotional vehicle demonstrating the contribution of artists to the
creativity and wellbeing of communities[0][0][0].

2. To increase public awareness of the positive role played by the artist in society today.

3. To introduce the arts and artists to new sectors, partners and locations.

4. To enrol the media as partners as well as commentators in the arts.

5. To deliver lasting opportunities for artists creatively, structurally and financially.

6. To extend the opportunities for artists to experiment and replenish their creative energy.

7. To help expand the arts economy, and support attempts to create new opportunities for
employing artists, including campaigns to improve the economic status of the arts and
artists.

AIMS OF THIS RESEARCH:

• To find out to what extent the YEAR OF THE ARTIST met its objectives
• To identify any lessons learnt which could inform future initiatives
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INTRODUCTION
• Moderator introduction

• Research company introduction: Daphne Cotton Qualitative Research
commissioned by Arts Council and National Office to carry out part of
the evaluation of the YEAR OF THE ARTIST.11 We are talking to
people about their experiences of the year and this will contribute to the
overall evaluation report, which will be produced by the Arts Council at
the end of this year.

• We will also be talking to staff and Chief Executives of the Regional
Arts Boards + members of staff at the national office of Arts2000 +
representatives from the Regional Artists Advisory Groups and the
Artists’ think tank + spokespersons for each of the principal sponsors:
the New Millennium Experience Company and Coca Cola.

• This session should take no more than 1 hour.

• I would like to tape-record our discussion, which will later be
transcribed for analysis. Everything said during this discussion will be
treated as confidential. Transcripts will only be seen by members of
the research team and any views expressed will be reported
anonymously.

• Check job title of respondent and how long s/he has been in post.

AIMS OF THE RESEARCH and DISCUSSION OUTLINE

Aims:
• To find out to what extent the YEAR OF THE ARTIST met its objectives
and
• To identify any lessons learnt which could inform future initiatives

The Year OF THE ARTIST had seven objectives which I am not going to
repeat here as they will, I am sure, be very familiar to you (hand out prompt
card to jog memory if appropriate). For the purposes of this research, we have
combined these objectives into three broad questions that we would like to
address in these sessions.

These are:

1. What has YEAR OF THE ARTIST achieved for artists?

2. How successful was YEAR OF THE ARTIST in promoting the positive role
of the artist in society and introducing arts to new sectors and new
audiences?

                                                
11 The rest of the evaluation includes RAB evaluations of 5–10% of their residencies + artists’
reports on residencies + interviews with YOTA co-ordinators half way through the year +
information on continuing business sponsorship of projects
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3. To what extent did YEAR OF THE ARTIST manage to engage the media
as partners as well as commentators in the arts?

Discussion outline

First I would like to talk a bit about the planning and development of the Year,
how it was coordinated and managed; then I would like to address those three
questions and hear your views about whether or not you think the objectives
were achieved and finally, we will finish by looking at the lessons learnt during
the YEAR OF THE ARTIST and what legacy will be carried forward.

As we go through if I start to ask you inappropriately detailed questions please
say so and I will try to keep it more general. Equally, if there are issues that I
don’t touch upon which you think are relevant to this evaluation please feel
free to raise them.

3. BACKGROUND – from concept to planning and development

First of all,
• What has been your role in YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Had you been involved at all in any of the ‘Years of…’ Is there any
useful comparison to make between them and this YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Who was involved in the early planning stages. Were artists brought in
from the very beginning. Describe briefly the stages in the planning and
development of the YEAR.

• Was planning at regional level carried on separately from planning at
national level OR was the planning very much a joint exercise at the
start. Would you describe it as a partnership.

• What were your objectives for the YEAR?

Management and coordination of YEAR

• Were you directly involved in the management of the YEAR.

• Can you describe to me briefly the relationship between the Regional
Arts Boards, the Arts Council and the national office of Arts2000 and
Arts2000 itself in the management of the YEAR?

• I know there has been major restructuring of the Arts Council going on in
the background while the YEAR has been in progress. Has this had any
effect on the management and coordination of the YEAR.

• How much autonomy do you feel the regions had over YEAR OF THE
ARTIST? Was this good or bad? – especially decision-making,
marketing and setting priorities.
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• What would you say are the strengths of this model of management for
an initiative of this sort. And the weaknesses.

• Could you describe the overall demands of the YEAR on the Arts
Council (Eg workloads, competing commitments, anything else).

• Are there any regional issues that you are aware of that had an impact
(good or bad) on how the YEAR was run

• Do you have any views about the timing of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Was the budget allocation sufficient?

Application and selection process

Do you have any views on the application and selection process

• Were you happy with the criteria used for selection of successful
applicants12

• Were you in agreement with the overall objectives for the YEAR – did
they match up with your own objectives for the year. (Show prompt
card to jog memory)

• Has the crossing over of art forms or crossing regional boundaries
been a major dynamic do you think

The residencies

• Overall, are you satisfied with what was achieved in the residencies

• partnership aspect (did it work as expected/any unexpected outcomes
(good or bad)

• Can you give examples of any models of good practice to have
emerged

• Would you like to say anything about the different artforms and how
well they worked (Different categories might be visual arts and
crafts/performing art/literature ‘ film and video/ digital and combined
arts)

• One of the guiding principles for the YEAR OF THE ARTIST was ‘to
recognise the diversity which exists in our society and to promote
equality of access and opportunity through the structure and delivery of
its programme’. Do you think this was achieved to your satisfaction.

                                                
12 The five criteria were: 1. The quality of the artistic content planned. 2. The potential to
increase awareness of the positive role of the artist in society. 3. The potential for excellence
in the planning and organisation of the residency. 4. The degree to which they extend creative
opportunities for artists. 5. The extent to which they take the work of artists to new people,
new places or new contexts.
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• Someone mentioned ‘rollercoaster effect of this type of one-off festival
in cash-flow terms’ – views on this. (Eg the artist has guaranteed
money for a year and is unable to chase other work because of
commitment to arts funded work – therefore income can drop suddenly
or lots of energy and effort during the duration of the residency and
then it comes to an end)

• Has the crossing over of art forms been a major dynamic in the YEAR
OF THE ARTIST. What about the crossing of regional boundaries.

• lessons for the future

6A. PUBLICITY AND PR (for ACE Press Officer)

• How were the various parties kept informed throughout the YEAR OF
THE ARTIST and in the lead up to it. Did that work well.

• Was publicity and PR for YEAR OF THE ARTIST in any way different
from what would normally be in place in the Arts Council. Were you
responsible solely for YEAR OF THE ARTIST publicity.

• Did the Arts Council have a PR/communications strategy specifically for
YEAR OF THE ARTIST OR was this the responsibility of the national
office of Arts2000.

• How do you think national publicity fitted with regional publicity.

• How much guidance/support in promotion and PR were you given from
national office of Arts2000

• How well did the relationship between [RAB] and the national office of
Arts2000 work re: publicity – MAY NEED TO REINFORCE
CONFIDENTIALITY HERE

− expectations not met (either way)
− resources
− expertise
− competition/duplication

• Were there any staff changes which affected publicity operations (either
locally or nationally)

• How important is publicity to the success of these residencies
Does publicity for the residencies help to achieve the objective of
promoting the positive role of the artist in society.
Do you think there is a tension between these two things?

• Is publicity after the event as important as publicity before and during?
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• Did you organise any conferences / seminars / critical debates locally
or regionally in which artists and the media were invited to participate –
how successful were they?

• Nationally, some high profile and popular artists were enlisted as
patrons and ambassadors for the year. Any comments on this?

• Was achieving a brand image for YOTA an aim. Did YEAR OF THE
ARTIST (YOTA) achieve a ‘brand’ image / or did it just become
confused with Millennium festivities. Does it matter (so long as art and
artists were promoted in line with the YOTA objectives).

• Were artists/artists networks involved with communications strategy
(from early stages/later on)

• Lessons for the future
what have they learned and would they do anything differently if
starting again now (Try to keep respondents focused on how the
project was managed regionally)

6B. PUBLICITY AND PR (for ACE staff who are not Press)

• Is there anything you would like to say about publicity and PR for the
YEAR, in terms of its effectiveness

• Are you in a position to talk about the relationship between the Arts
Council and the national office of Arts2000 in terms of publicity and PR
– MAY NEED TO REINFORCE CONFIDENTIALITY HERE. Eg

− expectations
− resources
− expertise
− competition/duplication

• Was achieving a brand image for YOTA an aim as far as the Arts
Council is concerned. Did YEAR OF THE ARTIST (YOTA) achieve a
‘brand’ image / or did it just become confused with Millennium festivities
Does it matter (so long as art and artists were promoted in line with the
YOTA objectives).

• Lessons for the future

The objectives of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Now, to tackle those three questions:

First question: What has YEAR OF THE ARTIST achieved for artists?

Second question:  How successful was YEAR OF THE ARTIST in
promoting the positive role of the artist in society and introducing arts
to new sectors and new audiences?
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• Is it possible to answer to this question yet

• Look at both parts of the question
positive role of artist in society (perhaps compare with their ‘YEAR OF
…’
− new sectors, new audiences

Third question: To what extent did YEAR OF THE ARTIST manage to
enrol the media as partners as well as commentators in the arts?

•  Has this happened

 Legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• What will be the lasting legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• What have you done to promote a YEAR OF THE ARTIST legacy

• How will you build on the lessons learnt now that the YEAR is over.

• Is this legacy being coordinated nationally (by ACE or national office of
Arts2000)

Lessons learnt

• Have your personal objectives for the YEAR been met

• Summarise lessons learnt – decide on three most important issues

• Can you say anything about how YEAR OF THE ARTIST might operate
differently, if it were being set in motion under a restructured Arts
Council

• If you could spirit yourself forward to the next millennium, or start this
one over again, can you think of a better way to promote art and artists
than what has been done in the YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Evaluation of the YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Did everyone know what was to be evaluated from their first
involvement with YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Are you all having to write final reports

Has this been manageable with contracts coming to an end or jobs
changing

Any lessons for the future

Thank and close
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ARTIST REPRESENTATIVE (Artists’ think tank) – depth interview

Topic Guide

[Sections 1 & 2 as above]

3. BACKGROUND – from concept to planning and development

• When did you first hear about YEAR OF THE ARTIST – what was your
response to the initial idea.

• Were you involved from the beginning/at what stage did you become
involved

• Can you describe what your role involved.

• Do you know why you were selected to be on the Artists’ think tank /
how artists were selected

• What was your reaction to being invited to be part of the think tank

• Have you been involved before in any initiatives similar to YEAR OF
THE ARTIST [Eg: time-limited, artist-focused]. Describe briefly

• Had you been involved in any of the other ‘Years of…’ What art form.
Briefly compare the two initiatives if respondents experienced the other.

• Who else was involved in planning and development stages (artists,
local authorities, other partners) – how do you think this worked.

• How would you describe the relationship between the Arts Council, the
national office of Arts2000 and the Artists’ think tank

• Was it clear what was expected of you in the think tank – any problems
with these expectations (Eg workload, competing commitments)

• What about the timing of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

4. Management and coordination of YEAR

• Were you involved at all in the management of the YEAR

• How much autonomy do you feel the regions had over YOTA? Was this
good or bad? – especially decision-making, marketing and setting
priorities.

• Was it clear what was expected of you in the think tank – did you have
any problems with these expectations (Eg workload, competing
commitments)
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Application and selection process (Establish extent of respondent’s
involvement in order to filter out subsequent questions)

Pre-application

• Did you attend any pre-application meetings or seminars anywhere
− do you think they worked well (ask about feedback from artists)
− were they well attended
− any lessons for the future

Application process

• Did the forms work well (for artists)

•  Were you happy with the five criteria used 13

− were they determined nationally/same for all regions

• Any lessons for the future

• Do you know how much was actually done by the RABs to bring in new
partners, hosts for residencies. Was this an issue for those artists who had
initiated their own projects.

• Did you get any indication that some individuals or groups were
unhappy with the selection process

The residencies (was everything called a residency?)

• Overall, were you satisfied with what was achieved in your region. Did it
live up to your expectations

• Are you aware of partnership aspects of residencies (did they work as
expected/any unexpected outcomes (good or bad)

• Can you give examples of a residency which illustrates a good model of
practice and a residency illustrating a bad model of practice

• Do you know what help was given to artists to promote their residencies
(money, guidance, practical help)

• Any timing issues regarding setting up their residencies

• lessons for the future

                                                
13 The five criteria were: 1. The quality of the artistic content planned. 2. The potential to
increase awareness of the positive role of the artist in society. 3. The potential for excellence
in the planning and organisation of the residency. 4. The degree to which they extend creative
opportunities for artists. 5. The extent to which they take the work of artists to new people,
new places or new contexts.
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PUBLICITY AND PR

• How important is publicity to the success of these residencies
− Does publicity for the residencies help to achieve the objective of
promoting the positive role of the artist in society.
− Do you think there is a tension between these two things?

• Is publicity after the event as important as publicity before and during

• Tell me about any conferences / seminars / critical debates locally or
regionally in which artists and the media were invited to participate – how
successful were they

• Nationally, some high profile and popular artists were enlisted as
patrons and ambassadors for the year. Any comments on this. Did this
happen regionally as well.

• Any regional or local issues regarding relations with media which had an
effect

• Did YEAR OF THE ARTIST (YOTA) achieve a ‘brand’ image/or did it
just become confused with Millennium festivities. Does it matter (so long
as art and artists were promoted in line with the YOTA objectives).

• Were artists/artists networks involved with communications strategy at
any stage

The objectives of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Now, to tackle those three questions:

First question: What has YEAR OF THE ARTIST achieved for artists?

• The residencies:
− describe your overall impression of value to artists
− who benefits the most (artist or public)
− creatively, can you see the benefits to artists (self-confidence,
increased aspirations, change in horizons, new work etc)
− structurally, (changes in the way they work, in the way they manage
their work - eg admin skills, marketing, audience research– then ask how
respondents interpreted ‘structurally’)
− economically (view on whether the changes will imbed themselves
and genuinely improve economic status of artists.
− Someone mentioned ‘rollercoaster effect of this type of one-off
festival in cash-flow terms’ – views on this. (Eg the artist has
guaranteed money for a year and is unable to chase other work
because of commitment to arts funded work – therefore income can
drop suddenly or lots of energy and effort during the duration of the
residency and then it comes to an end)
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• Legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST :
− any lasting benefits to artists / partner organisations
− any role for RAAG (Regional Artists Advisory Group) to
continue
− any new forged relationships which might benefit artists

• Unsuccessful applicants:
− any benefits to them of having gone through the application
process

Second question: How successful was YEAR OF THE ARTIST in
promoting the positive role of the artist in society and introducing arts
to new sectors and new audiences?

• Is it possible to answer this question yet

• Look at both parts of the question
− positive role of artist in society (perhaps compare with their ‘YEAR
OF…’
− new sectors, new audiences

Third question: To what extent did YEAR OF THE ARTIST manage to
engage the media as partners as well as commentators in the arts?

•  Did they have any media residencies in their region.

−  have you any idea if they achieved the purpose of enrolling the
media as partners as well as commentators in the arts’

 Legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• What do you think will be the lasting legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Do know what has been done nationally to promote a YEAR OF THE
ARTIST legacy

• Do you know how you build on the lessons learnt now that the YEAR is
over.

Would you like to say anything about the nature (theoretical
underpinnings) and limitations of the think tank.

− do you think you can represent all artists
− was the group fairly representative
− is there such a thing as ‘the voice of the artist’
− can they represent ‘artists’ without consulting widely

Lessons learnt

• What were your objectives for the year - have they been met
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• Summarise lessons learnt – decide on three most important issues
• If you could spirit yourself forward to the next millennium, or start this
one over again, can you think of a better way to promote art and artists
than what has been done in the YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Thank and close
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE – depth interview

Topic Guide

[Sections 1 & 2 as above]

AIMS OF THE RESEARCH and DISCUSSION OUTLINE

Aims:
• To find out to what extent the YEAR OF THE ARTIST met its objectives
AND
• To identify any lessons learnt which could inform future initiatives

The YEAR OF THE ARTIST had seven objectives which I am not going to
repeat here as they will, I am sure, be very familiar to you (hand out prompt
card to jog memory if appropriate). For the purposes of this research, we have
combined these objectives into three broad questions that we would like to
address.

These are:

4. What has YEAR OF THE ARTIST achieved for artists?

5. How successful was YEAR OF THE ARTIST in promoting the positive role
of the artist in society and introducing arts to new sectors and new
audiences?

6. To what extent did YEAR OF THE ARTIST manage to engage the media
as partners as well as commentators in the arts?

Discussion outline

First I would like to talk a bit about the planning and development of the
Year, how it was coordinated and managed; then I would like to
address those three questions and hear your views about whether or
not you think the objectives were achieved and finally, we will finish by
looking at the lessons learnt during the YEAR OF THE ARTIST and
what legacy will be carried forward.

3. BACKGROUND – from concept to planning and development

• Were you involved from the beginning/at what stage. How involved were
you in the planning and development stages

• What were your initial reactions to the idea

• Had you been involved in the previous ‘Year of…’ in this region / in
another region. What art form was the focus then? Briefly compare the two
initiatives if respondents experienced the other. Any other similar artist-
focused, time-limited initiatives.
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• Could you describe briefly who else was involved in the planning and
development of the YEAR (Eg artists, local authorities, media, anyone
else). How did it work.

• Was planning at regional level carried on separately from planning at
national level or was the planning very much a joint exercise at the start.
Would you describe it as a partnership.

Management and coordination of YEAR

• Were you directly involved in the management of the YEAR.

In the questions that follow I may ask you too much detail – please just say so
and I will try to keep it more general. I am more interested in your views of the
YEAR as a whole than in the detail which I can get from others more closely
involved.

• How much autonomy do you feel the regions had over YOTA? Was this
good or bad? – especially decision-making, marketing and setting
priorities.

• How would you characterise the relationship between (RAB), the Arts
Council and the national office of Arts2000 in the management of the
YEAR?
− Do you have any direct contact with the Board of Arts2000

• What would you say are the strengths of this model of management for
an initiative of this sort. And the weaknesses.

• Could you describe the overall demands of the YEAR on this RAB (Eg
workloads, competing commitments, anything else)

• Were there any regional issues that had an impact (good or bad) on
how the YEAR was run

• Do you have any views about the timing of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Was the budget allocation sufficient. Did you have complete autonomy
over how you managed the YOTA budget.

Application and selection process

Do you have any views on the application and selection process

• Were you happy with the criteria used for selection of successful
applicants14

                                                
14 The five criteria were: 1. The quality of the artistic content planned. 2. The potential to
increase awareness of the positive role of the artist in society. 3. The potential for excellence
in the planning and organisation of the residency. 4. The degree to which they extend creative
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•  Were you in agreement with the overall objectives for the YEAR – did
they match up with your own objectives for the year. (Show prompt card to
jog memory)

• Did you try to promote particular artforms or types of applications in this
area (Eg individuals, groups, organisations, or applications from people in
isolated, rural areas)
− Has the crossing over of art forms or crossing regional boundaries
been a major dynamic in this region

• Was the Regional Artist Advisory Group (RAAG) actively involved in the
selection process. (Probe well here for the extent of their involvement, any
difficulties, whether they were seen as rubber-stamping RAB decisions
etc)

• Did you get any indication that some individuals or groups were
unhappy with the selection process

The residencies

• Overall, were you satisfied with what was achieved in your region. Did it
live up to your expectations

• partnership aspect (did it work as expected/any unexpected outcomes
(good or bad)

• Can you give examples of a residency which illustrates a good model of
practice and a residency illustrating a bad model of practice

• Would you like to say anything about the different artforms and how well
they worked in your region (Different categories might be visual arts and
crafts/performing art/literature/film and video/digital and combined arts)

• One of the guiding principles for the YEAR OF THE ARTIST was ‘to
recognise the diversity which exists in our society and to promote equality
of access and opportunity through the structure and delivery of its
programme’. Do you think this was achieved to your satisfaction.

• Someone mentioned ‘rollercoaster effect of this type of one-off festival
in cash-flow terms’ – views on this. (Eg the artist has guaranteed money
for a year and is unable to chase other work because of commitment to
arts funded work – therefore income can drop suddenly or lots of energy
and effort during the duration of the residency and then it comes to an end)

• lessons for the future

                                                                                                                                           
opportunities for artists. 5. The extent to which they take the work of artists to new people,
new places or new contexts.
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PUBLICITY AND PR

• Was publicity and PR for YEAR OF THE ARTIST significantly different
from what would normally be in place. (Eg differences in strategy/quantity)

• Are you in a position to talk about the relationship between [RAB] and
the national office of Arts2000 in terms of publicity for YEAR OF THE
ARTIST – MAY NEED TO REINFORCE CONFIDENTIALITY HERE. Eg

− expectations not met (either way)
− resources
− expertise
− competition/duplication

• How important is publicity to the success of a residency
− Does publicity for the residencies help to achieve the objective of
promoting the positive role of the artist in society.
− Do you think there is a tension between these two things?

• Was achieving a brand image (with the public/with artists) for YOTA an
aim. Did YEAR OF THE ARTIST (YOTA) achieve a ‘brand’ image / or did it
just become confused with Millennium festivities. Does it matter (so long
as art and artists were promoted in line with the YOTA objectives).

• Lessons for the future

The objectives of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Now, to tackle those three questions:

First question: What has YEAR OF THE ARTIST achieved for artists?

Second question: How successful was YEAR OF THE ARTIST in
promoting the positive role of the artist in society and introducing arts
to new sectors and new audiences?

• Is it possible to answer this question yet

• Look at both parts of the question
− positive role of artist in society (perhaps compare with their ‘YEAR
OF…’
− new sectors, new audiences

Third question: To what extent did YEAR OF THE ARTIST manage to
engage the media as partners as well as commentators in the arts?

•  Has this happened in this region/nationally

 Legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST
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• What will be the lasting legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• What have you done to promote a YEAR OF THE ARTIST legacy

• How will you build on the lessons learnt now that the YEAR is over.

• Is this legacy being coordinated nationally

Have there been events, seminars, conferences about the legacy

Lessons learnt

• What were your objectives for the year – have they been met

• Summarise lessons learnt – decide on three most important issues

• If you could spirit yourself forward to the next millennium, or start this
one over again, can you think of a better way to promote art and artists
than what has been done in the YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Evaluation of the YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Did everyone know what was to be evaluated from their first
involvement with YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Are you all having to write final reports

Has this been manageable with contracts coming to an end or jobs
changing

Any lessons for the future

Thank and close
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ARTIST REPRESENTATIVE (RAAG) – depth interview

Topic Guide

[Sections 1 & 2 as above]

3. BACKGROUND – from concept to planning and development

• When did you first hear about YEAR OF THE ARTIST – what was your
response to the initial idea.

• Were you involved from the beginning/at what stage did you become
involved

• Can you describe what your role involved. (This ranged from only
helping with application process to very hands on throughout. Response
here will determine level of detail in the rest of the interview).

• Had you been involved in any similar initiatives [Eg: time-limited, artist-
focused.] How long ago was their ‘Year of …’ What art form was the focus
then. Briefly compare the two initiatives if respondents experienced the
other.

• Who else was involved in planning and development stages (artists,
local authorities, other partners) – how do you think this worked.

4. Management and coordination of YEAR

• Were you involved at all in the management of the YEAR

• How much autonomy do you feel the regions had over YOTA? Was this
good or bad? – especially decision-making, marketing and setting
priorities.

• Was it clear what was expected of you in the RAAG – did you have any
problems with these expectations (Eg workload, competing commitments)

• How would you describe the relationship between the Regional Arts
Board and the Regional Artists Advisory Group. Who did you have contact
with at RAB.

• Were you aware of any regional issues which had an impact (good or
bad) on the success of the YEAR.

• What about the timing of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Application and Selection Process (Establish extent of respondent’s
involvement in order to filter out subsequent questions)
Pre-application
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• Were there any pre-application meetings or seminars in your region
− were you involved (and other members of RAAG)
− do you think they worked well (ask about feedback from artists)
− were they well attended
− any lessons for the future

Application process

• Did the forms work well (for artists)

•  Were you happy with the five criteria used 15

− were they determined nationally/same for all regions
− ‘the potential for excellence in the planning and organisation of the
residency’ was one of the five criteria. What did you think of this one. Do
you know how artists responded to this in their applications.
− There was the onus on the artist to explain how equality of
opportunity would be ensured in delivery of residency. Any comments on
this.

• Were there any issues around the time taken to process applications
− How many rounds of applications were there (any comments)
− Any timing issues for artists in submitting their applications

• Any lessons for the future

Selection process

• Describe briefly the selection process operating in your region.

• Did you try to promote particular artforms or types of applications (Eg
individuals, groups, organisations, or applications from people in isolated,
rural areas)

• How much was done by you, (the RAB), to bring in new partners, hosts
for residencies. Was this an issue for those artists who had initiated their
own projects.

• Can you tell me how the Regional Artist Advisory Group (RAAG) was
involved in the selection process. (Probe well here for the extent of their
involvement, any difficulties, whether they were seen as rubber-stamping
RAB decisions etc)

• Did you get any indication that some individuals or groups were
unhappy with the selection process

                                                
15 The five criteria were: 1. The quality of the artistic content planned. 2. The potential to
increase awareness of the positive role of the artist in society. 3. The potential for excellence
in the planning and organisation of the residency. 4. The degree to which they extend creative
opportunities for artists. 5. The extent to which they take the work of artists to new people,
new places or new contexts.
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The residencies (was everything called a residency?)

• Overall, were you satisfied with what was achieved in your region. Did it
live up to your expectations

• Are you aware of the partnership aspect of residencies (did they work
as expected/any unexpected outcomes (good or bad)

• Can you give examples of a residency which illustrates a good model of
practice and a residency illustrating a bad model of practice

• Would you like to say anything about the different artforms and how well
they worked in your region (Different categories might be visual arts and
crafts/performing art/literature/film and video/digital and combined arts)

• Are you aware of any ongoing projects/commissions/employment
opportunities (legacy of YOTA)

• Do you know what help was given to artists to promote their residencies
(money, guidance, practical help)

• Any timing issues regarding setting up their residencies

• lessons for the future

PUBLICITY AND PR

• How were the various parties kept informed throughout the YEAR and in
the lead up to it. Was that satisfactory.

• Do you think that publicity and PR for YEAR OF THE ARTIST was any
different from what would normally be in place.

• How important is publicity to the success of these residencies
− Does publicity for the residencies help to achieve the objective of
promoting the positive role of the artist in society.
− Do you think there is a tension between these two things?

• Is publicity after the event as important as publicity before and during

• Tell me about any conferences / seminars / critical debates locally or
regionally in which artists and the media were invited to participate – how
successful were they

• Nationally, some high profile and popular artists were enlisted as
patrons and ambassadors for the year. Any comments on this. Did this
happen regionally as well.
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• Any regional or local issues regarding relations with media which had an
effect

• Did YEAR OF THE ARTIST (YOTA) achieve a ‘brand’ image / or did it
just become confused with Millennium festivities. Does it matter (so long
as art and artists were promoted in line with the YOTA objectives).

• Were artists/artists networks involved with communications strategy at
any stage

The objectives of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Now, to tackle those three questions:

First question: What has YEAR OF THE ARTIST achieved for artists?

• The residencies:
− describe your overall impression of value to artists
− who benefits the most (artist or public)
− creatively, can you see the benefits to artists (self-confidence,
increased aspirations, change in horizons, new work etc)
− structurally, (changes in the way they work, in the way they manage
their work – eg admin skills, marketing, audience research – then ask
how respondents interpreted ‘structurally’ )
− economically (view on whether the changes will imbed themselves
and genuinely improve economic status of artists.
− Someone mentioned ‘rollercoaster effect of this type of one-off
festival in cash-flow terms’ – views on this. (Eg the artist has
guaranteed money for a year and is unable to chase other work
because of commitment to arts funded work – therefore income can
drop suddenly or lots of energy and effort during the duration of the
residency and then it comes to an end)

• Legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST :
− any lasting benefits to artists/partner organisations
− any role for RAAG (Regional Artists Advisory Group) to
continue
− any new forged relationships which might benefit artists

• Unsuccessful applicants:
− any benefits to them of having gone through application

Second question:  How successful was YEAR OF THE ARTIST in
promoting the positive role of the artist in society and introducing arts
to new sectors and new audiences?

• Is it possible to answer this question yet

• Look at both parts of the question
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− positive role of artist in society (perhaps compare with their ‘YEAR
OF…’
− new sectors, new audiences

Third question:  To what extent did YEAR OF THE ARTIST manage to
engage the media as partners as well as commentators in the arts?

•  Did they have any media residencies in their region.

−  have you any idea if they achieved the purpose of engaging the
media as partners as well as commentators in the arts’

 Legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• What do you think will be the lasting legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Do know what has been done by your RAB to promote a YEAR OF THE
ARTIST legacy

• Do you know how you build on the lessons learnt now that the YEAR is
over.

Would you like to say anything about the nature (theoretical
underpinnings) and limitations of the RAAG.

− do you think you can represent all artists
− was the group fairly representative
− Is there such a thing as ‘the voice of the artist’
− can they represent ‘artists’ without consulting widely

Lessons learnt

• What were your objectives for the year - have they been met

• Summarise lessons learnt – decide on three most important issues

• If you could spirit yourself forward to the next millennium, or start this
one over again, can you think of a better way to promote art and artists
than what has been done in the YEAR OF THE ARTIST

 Evaluation of the YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Did everyone know what was to be evaluated from their first
involvement
− Are they all having to write final reports. Has this been manageable
with contracts coming to an end or jobs changing

Any lessons for the future

Thank and close
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REGIONAL ARTS BOARD (RAB) – group discussion

(YOTA coordinator + Press officer + others)

Topic Guide

[Sections 1 & 2 as above]

3. BACKGROUND – from concept to planning and development

• How did you first hear about YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Were you involved from the beginning/at what stage did you become
involved

• What were your initial reactions to the idea

• Had you been involved in any similar initiatives [Eg: time-limited, artist-
focused.] How long ago was their ‘Year of…’ What art form was the focus
then. Briefly compare the two initiatives if respondents experienced the
other.

• How would you describe the general response to the idea at the start,
− from colleagues
− from artists
− from local authorities / businesses / other partners / the public

• Who else was involved in planning and development stages (artists,
local authorities, other partners) – did this work well

4. Management and coordination of YEAR

• To what extent was the project orchestrated from the national office of
Arts2000

• How much autonomy do you feel the regions had over YOTA? Was this
good or bad? – especially decision-making, marketing and setting
priorities.

•  How would you characterise the support and guidance from the
national office of Arts2000? [ Researcher: keep this fairly general and
leave promotions and PR until later ]

• How long before the beginning of the year were people in post or were
people already in post able to take up their YOTA duties as soon as they
were needed. Was this long enough.

• Was it clear what would be expected from each job holder. (ask of each
respondent) – any problems with these expectations (Eg workload,
competing commitments)
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• Were there any regional issues which had an impact (good or bad) on
how the year was run

• What about the timing of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Application and Selection Process

Pre-application

• Did you hold any pre-application meetings or seminars (who attended)
− do you think they worked well (ask about feedback from artists)
− were they well attended
− any lessons for the future

Application process

• Did the forms work well (for RABs/for artists)

•  Were you happy with the five criteria used 16

− were they determined nationally/same for all regions
− ‘the potential for excellence in the planning and organisation of the
residency’ was one of the five criteria. What did you think this one. How
did artists respond to this in their applications.
− There was the onus on artist to explain how equality of opportunity
would be ensured in delivery of residency. Any comments on this. Again,
how did artists respond to this in their applications.

• Were there any issues around the time taken to process applications
− How many rounds of applications were there (any comments)
− Any timing issues for artists in submitting their applications

• Any lessons for the future

Selection process

• Describe briefly your selection process
• Did you try to promote particular artforms or types of applications (Eg
individuals, groups, organisations, or applications from people in isolated,
rural areas)

• How much had been done by you, (SWA, EMA etc ), to bring in new
partners, hosts for residencies. Was this an issue for those artists who had
initiated their own projects.

                                                
16 The five criteria were: 1. The quality of the artistic content planned. 2. The potential to
increase awareness of the positive role of the artist in society. 3. The potential for excellence
in the planning and organisation of the residency. 4. The degree to which they extend creative
opportunities for artists. 5. The extent to which they take the work of artists to new people,
new places or new contexts.
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• Can you tell me how the Regional Artist Advisory Group (RAAG) was
involved in the selection process. (Probe well here for the extent of their
involvement, any difficulties, whether they were seen as rubber-stamping
RAB decisions etc)

• Did you get any indication that some individuals or groups were
unhappy with the selection process

• How many additional awards were made (ie using non YOTA money) –
MUST ASK THIS QUESTION

The residencies (was everything called a residency?)

• Overall, were you satisfied with what was achieved in your region. Did it
live up to your expectations

• partnership aspect (did they work as expected/any unexpected
outcomes (good or bad)

• Can you give examples of a residency which illustrates a good model of
practice and a residency illustrating a bad model of practice

• Would you like to say anything about the different artforms and how well
they worked in your region (Different categories might be visual arts and
crafts/performing art/literature/film and video/digital and combined arts)

• How have you gauged public response to the residencies (also
response of residency hosts, partners etc)

• How many projects were completed by end of May 2001 (an
approximate % answer is OK)  MUST ASK THIS QUESTION

• Did any media residencies take place (were they YOTA or Treasury
funded/brokered by the RAB)  MUST ASK THIS QUESTION

• Are there any ongoing projects / commissions / employment
opportunities (legacy of YOTA)

• What help was given to artists to promote their residencies (money,
guidance, practical help)

• Any timing issues regarding setting up their residencies

• lessons for the future

PUBLICITY AND PR

• How were the various parties kept informed throughout the YEAR OF
THE ARTIST and in the lead up to it. Did it work well.
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• Was publicity and PR for YEAR OF THE ARTIST significantly different
from what would normally be in place.

• Can you describe very briefly what your PR strategy was for this region

• How do you think the national strategy fitted with your regional strategy.

• How much guidance/support in promotion and PR were you given from
national office of Arts2000

• How well did the relationship between [RAB] and the national office of
Arts2000 work re: publicity – MAY NEED TO REINFORCE
CONFIDENTIALITY HERE

− expectations not met (either way)
− resources
− expertise
− competition / duplication

• Were there any staff changes which affected publicity operations (either
locally or nationally)

• How important is publicity to the success of these residencies
− Does publicity for the residencies help to achieve the objective of
promoting the positive role of the artist in society.
− Do you think there is a tension between these two things?

• Is publicity after the event as important as publicity before and during

• Did you organise any conferences / seminars / critical debates locally or
regionally in which artists and the media were invited to participate – how
successful were they

• Nationally, some high profile and popular artists were enlisted as
patrons and ambassadors for the year. Any comments on this. Did this
happen regionally as well.

• Any regional or local issues regarding relations with media which had an
effect

• Was achieving a brand image (with the public/with artists) for YOTA an
aim. Did YEAR OF THE ARTIST (YOTA) achieve a ‘brand’ image/or did it
just become confused with Millennium festivities. Does it matter (so long
as art and artists were promoted in line with the YOTA objectives).

• Was there focus on specific parts of the country for a week / month or
specific parts of your region
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• Were artists/artists’ networks involved with communications strategy
(from early stages/later on)

• Lessons for the future
– what have they learned and would they do anything differently if starting
again now (Try to keep respondents focused on how the project was
managed regionally)

The objectives of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Now, to tackle those three questions:

First question: What has YEAR OF THE ARTIST achieved for artists?

• The residencies:
− describe your overall impression of value to artists
− who benefits the most (artist or public)
− creatively, can you see the benefits to artists (self-confidence,
increased aspirations, change in horizons, new work etc)
− structurally, (changes in the way they work, in the way they manage
their work – eg admin skills, marketing, audience research – then ask
how respondents interpreted ‘structurally’ )
− economically (view on whether the changes will imbed themselves
and genuinely improve economic status of artists.
− Someone mentioned ‘rollercoaster effect of this type of one-off
festival in cash-flow terms’ – views on this. (Eg the artist has
guaranteed money for a year and is unable to chase other work
because of commitment to arts funded work – therefore income can
drop suddenly or lots of energy and effort during the duration of the
residency and then it comes to an end)

• Legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST :
− any lasting benefits to artists/partner organisations
− any role for RAAG (Regional Artists Advisory Group) to
continue
− any new forged relationships which might benefit artists

• Unsuccessful applicants:
− any benefits to them of having gone through application
process

did any go ahead with residencies despite not getting YOTA money

Second question:  How successful was YEAR OF THE ARTIST in
promoting the positive role of the artist in society and introducing
arts to new sectors and new audiences?

• Is it possible to answer this question yet

• Look at both parts of the question
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− positive role of artist in society (perhaps compare with their ‘YEAR
OF…’

− new sectors, new audiences

Third question:  To what extent did YEAR OF THE ARTIST manage to
engage the media as partners as well as commentators in the arts?

•  How many media residencies did they have in their region.

−  did they achieve the purpose of engaging the media as
‘partners as well as commentators in the arts’

Legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• What will be the lasting legacy of YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• What have you done to promote a YEAR OF THE ARTIST legacy

• How will you build on the lessons learnt now that the YEAR is over.

• Is this legacy being coordinated nationally

Have there been events, seminars, conferences about the legacy

Lessons learnt

• What were your objectives for the year - have they been met (Ask each
respondent)

• Summarise lessons learnt – decide on three most important issues

• If you could spirit yourself forward to the next millennium, or start this
one over again, can you think of a better way to promote art and artists
than what has been done in the YEAR OF THE ARTIST

Evaluation of the YEAR OF THE ARTIST

• Did everyone know what was to be evaluated from their first
involvement
− Are they all having to write final reports. Has this been manageable
with contracts coming to an end or jobs changing

Any lessons for the future

Thank and close
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Appendix 5 – application form
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Appendix 6 – final report form

Year of the Artist

Final report form

This form must be completed, signed and returned to (RAB) before the final
payment can be made to your project

Please read the introductory notes below carefully

NB Section 1 should be completed jointly by artist and host group/organiser
at the beginning of your project

Applicant
name:

Grant ref:

Project name:
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About this form – please read carefully

Your final payment will be released when we are confident that the project took place,
when all the grant conditions have been fulfilled, and when we have the information
requested on this form. Please note that how you answer the questions will not affect
payment of your grant, so please be open in your comments.

Year of the Artist also requires this information for its own advocacy, research and
reporting purposes and so that we can evaluate the effectiveness of the programme.
Part or all of the information you give us will therefore be held on computer and used
for statistical purposes. This may entail supplying the information on this form to a
central database.

The information you provide will help us to make the case for the work of artists to a
broad range of funders, partners and other sectors. In doing this we may wish to
include quotations from award recipients in public documents we produce. Please
tick here if you object to us quoting comments made on this form in public
documents. 

Contents

Section 1 Your Aspirations What you hope to achieve

Section 2 Financial Report Initial and actual budgets

Section 3 Impacts and Outputs Facts and figures – who, what, how many, etc

Section 4 Meeting the Criteria Your views on how you met our funding criteria

Section 5 Looking Forward Your views on how the project has moved you forward
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SECTION 1 : YOUR ASPIRATIONS – to be completed at start of project

Please note here the aspirations for your project – what you hope to achieve before
starting the residency. It would be good practice to do this with the partner(s) in the
project, so that you are sure you have shared objectives, and that you understand what
each of you hopes to achieve through the residency.

Completing this at the beginning of your project should help you to reflect on how
you are achieving these aspirations when reviewing your project as it develops and at
the end of it. We would strongly advise you to refer to the Partnerships For Learning
publication, distributed by your Regional Arts Board, which outlines good practice in
monitoring and evaluating projects. This document highlights the need to consider
how to approach evaluation at the beginning of your project, and suggests ways of
doing this which you may find helpful.

Your aspirations might include such things as the target groups to be involved, the
kind of responses you are hoping for, new partnerships to be established, or new ways
of working you hope to develop etc.
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SECTION 2: FINANCIAL REPORT

Please complete the table below fully. NB the figures should be only for this project
and should NOT include other core or project activities

You may receive some income in kind (e.g. donated materials, or somebody working
for free as a technician or a steward for an event). Please indicate this as both income
and expenditure - e.g. if someone gives you £100 worth of materials, put £100 against
Support in Kind (income), and £100 against Materials (expenditure).

INCOME INITIAL AGREED
BUDGET

ACTUAL
INCOME

2a Year of the Artist award
2b Public funding: local authority(s)
2c Public funding: RAB/ACE/EU etc
2d Trusts & Foundations
2e Sponsorship
2f Other Donations
2g Support in Kind (Specify)
2h Other (Specify)

2j TOTAL INCOME

EXPENDITURE INITIAL AGREED
BUDGET

ACTUAL
EXPENDITURE

2k Artist’s fees (including preparation time)
2l Other preparation costs
2m Venue/site costs
2n Materials/equipment
2p Technical support
2q Specialist facilities/assistance
2r Marketing/promotion *
2s Documentation **
2t Public presentation (e.g. performance /

exhibition)
2u Other (specify)

2v TOTAL EXPENDITURE

SURPLUS (DEFICIT)

If there is a significant difference between the initial agreed budget and the actual
income and expenditure, please explain briefly why this is.
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*  Marketing/promotion costs might include posters, leaflets, mailings to target
groups/public etc.
** Documentation would include the permanent recording of aspects of your project:
e.g. photographs of workshops taking place; video/audio tape of a performance or
work in progress; production of portfolio of work produced; press cuttings etc.
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SECTION 3: Public Benefit - Impact

Who was involved?

Please give the total number of people involved in the project in the following
categories:

• professional artists

• other paid people working on the project in any other capacity (e.g. box office,
care workers)

• volunteers (i.e. unpaid people who help in running the project)

• participants (those who actively take part in workshops or other events)

• audiences/viewers.

People involved as: Professiona
l Artists

Other
paid
people

Volunteer
s

Participa
nts

Audienc
es/
viewers

3a Total number:

Please give a breakdown of the total numbers above, according to ethnic origin, age
range, or disability, or according to any other group/sector of the community you wish
to identify.

Cultural Diversity Profession
al Artists

Other
paid
people

Volunteer
s

Participa
nts

Audienc
es/
viewers

3b Asian or British Asian

3c Black or Black British

3d Chinese

3e Irish

3f Any other ethnic group
(please give details)

Age Range Profession
al Artists

Other paid
people

Volunteer
s

Participa
nts

Audienc
es/
viewers

3g Children (under 5)
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3h Children (5 - 15 )

3j Young adults 16-24

3k Adults (25 - 64)

3m Adults (over 65)

Disability Profession
al Artists

Other paid
people

Volunteer
s

Participa
nts

Audienc
es

3n Disabled people

Other group/sector *
Please specify

Profession
al Artists

Other paid
people

Volunteer
s

Participa
nts

Audienc
es

3p

* Other particular groups/sectors: this might include people from a particular
geographical area or sector of the community, (e.g. people from a specific
economically deprived area; people in healthcare settings)

Opportunities for Artists

Please indicate the number of artists who were able to:

Opportunity Number

3r Use new/different facilities

3s Engage in new collaborations with other artists

3t Work in new settings

What took place?

Please indicate the number of activities which took place during the residency:

Activity Number

3v Public presentations (performances, exhibition days)

3w Participatory sessions (eg workshops) – NB session = half day or
evening

3x Educational activities (eg talks, lectures)
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3z Please indicate the number of artist days involved in your residency, by artform.
Please remember to include the time that artists spent planning, preparing and
documenting the project as well as time spent creating work and working with other
people.

Performing Arts Visual Arts/Crafts Media Other

i. Dance v. Crafts ix. Film/video xii. Multi –
disciplinar
y

ii. Drama vi. Photography x. Literature xiii. Other
(specify)

iii. Mime vii. Visual Arts xi. Broadcast xiv. 

iv. Music viii. Mixed Media

3aa What percentage, if any, of the project involved digital media? %

3bb How many new pieces of work were produced?
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Promoting your residency

3cc Did you actively promote your residency? Yes No

Please indicate any of the following methods you used to promote your residency, and
give the number of each item you produced (e.g. 1000 flyers). Please answer all that
apply.

Number of items Number
of items

i. Flyers vi. Adverts in local paper

ii. Posters vii. Other advertising (please
specify)

iii. Direct Mail viii. Special promotions (please
specify)

iv. Press release Other (please specify)

v. Website

ix.

3dd Are you aware of any media coverage for your project?
(please tick)

Yes No

If so, please indicate what coverage below. Please answer all that apply.

Times
featured

Times
featured

i. Local/regional press vi. National press

ii. Local/regional radio vii. National radio

iii. Local/regional television viii. National television Other (please
specify)

iv. Specialised press (arts)

v. Specialised press (non-arts)
eg trade magazines

ix. 
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SECTION 4: Meeting the criteria of the Year

This section asks you to provide an honest self-evaluation of your project, and to
comment on how your project met the criteria of the Year of the Artist programme.
We hope that the information you provide can be used to assess how successful the
Year was in meeting its aims, and also to inform future funding programmes. Please
note that how you answer the questions will not affect payment of your grant, so
please be open in your comments and do not hesitate to tell us about things which
did not work well or which did not have the outcome you hoped for.

Please provide your assessment by ticking the appropriate box
from 5 (To a great extent) to 1 (Not all)

Quality of Artistic Content

4a Did the project result in the production of high quality artistic work?

(To a great extent) (Not at all)

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly

4b Did the project allow the audience and/or participants to experience high quality artistic
activity?

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly

Raising awareness of the role of the artist

4c Did your project enable you to develop new partnerships or enhance existing ones?

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly
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4d Did the residency raise awareness of the role of the artist?

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly

Planning and organisation

4e Did the project run smoothly?

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly

Creative Opportunities for artists

4f To what extent did the residency provide creative opportunities for artists?

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly

4g To what extent did the artist(s) involved learn new skills?

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly
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Taking work of artists to new people/new places/new contexts

4h To what extent did the project take place somewhere art hadn’t happened before?

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly

4j To what extent did the project attract new audiences/participants?

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly

4k Did the project enable you to reach the particular target groups identified in the
application?

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly

In summary

4m Did your project have the impact you envisaged at the time of applying?

5  4  3  2  1 

Please explain, briefly
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SECTION 5: Looking forward – future impact

This section asks you about what YOU gained from the project and how this will help
move you forward in your work. This is split into two sections: 5a) and 5b) for artists
and 5c) and 5d) for host/organisers. Please try to ensure both parts are completed by
the relevant people: if this is not possible please leave the relevant section blank. You
may continue on another sheet if you wish.

For artists

5a Please describe how the project will move forward your own creative practice.
Amongst other areas, you might want to think about the following questions: Will you
use skills gained from the residency in the future? Will you work in a residency situation
again? Will you work in similar settings again?

5b What did you learn from the experience of your Year of the Artist Residency?
(please list up to three things).
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 For host groups/organisers

5c Please describe the impact the project has had on your organisation and how it
might
affect the way you work in the future.
Amongst other areas, you might want to think about the following questions: Has the
project helped strengthen, develop or change the organisation(s), group(s) or
communities involved, or their activities?  Will you work with artists again?  What
overall impact has it had on you/your organisation?

5d What did you learn from the experience of your Year of the Artist
Residency?

(please list up to three things)
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